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The purpose of this manual is to provide accurate'
jiformation about alcohol and about drinking and driving, so that the
student may make'responsible decisions about both. It covers youth,
drinking, drinking and driving,'"and the individual's responsibility
to pthers'it drinking situations. The booklet consist of eight
readings,. as well as'activitiet,for study and, for class use. The
first two readings examine,arinking behavior and what the body does
with'alcoh,o1,-. The third deals with how alcohol affects the
individual, and points out that the same person amy react aifferehtly
to alcohol at different times. The fourth and fifth readings. provide
information to help studints deal with the problem of drinking and
driving. The 'sixth i'about drugs and driving, and the last two are
about what to lo when other people drink and drive:` Designed for
class room use with a separate teacher guide, the booklet helps the
student devise plans for how to handle futtre diLinking and driving
situations involvingiothers. (AuAor)-
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Moo

peertze
You may have needed information about alcohol yesterday. Y u

may need it now, or you may need it in thelutlite. You).ive in a socie y
where most people useand sore people abusealcohol. We know t at
those who drink and those who do not drink will read this Manual;
both need to know about alcohol, its effects, ways of controlling its
use, and possible problems thatticohol use involves. Whether you drink
of not, if you are in a drinking situation, you Will have to make decisions
that affect the safety of both drinkers and nondrinkers.

The purpose of this Manual, You . . . Alcohol and Driving, is td
provide accurate information about alcohol, and aboyt drinking and
driving so that you may make responsible decisions about both. You...
Alcohol and Driving covers youth drinking, drinking and driving, and

bite your responsibility to otheis in &Oinking situations. /Your decision may
be never to drink alcohol, This Manual will nit tell you what decision
to make but it will help you to ooprepare to deal with alcohol use, drink-
ing and driving problems,and the drinking of others.

You . . . Alcohol and Driving is presented' in eight ReLdinqs. You
I

will also find activities for your study, "What You Can Do On Your
Own," and for class use, "What You Can Do For Class."'

The first two Readings examine drinkmg behavioPand what the
body does with alcohol. Reading Three deals with how alcohol affects
you as a person. In this Reading, you will also learn how you may.react
differently to alcohol at different times. Readings Four and Five pro-
vide information to help you deel with'the problem of 'drinking and
driving. Reading Six is about drugs and driving. The last two Readings,
Seven and Eight, provide information about drinking, and drinking ands`
driving by others. These Readings help you help/other people in drink-
ing situations. Rules are not providedto cover each situation. Instead,
the Readings help you devise a plan to best handle future drinking and
driving situations involving others.

You will use the information in the Readings for your glasswork.
The activities for study and for class use include games, problems to
solve, discussions, and role-playing. The activities help you determine
how much you've learned.

Everyone has to make decisions about drinking, and drinking and
driving. This Manual provides information to help you make these
decisions.
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1,n some communities, abput 20' percent of the
youth drink, in others, as many as 81:1 percent use
alcohol. You have fprmal opinions about people who
drink and people w ra: do not drink. Most of yo it opin-
ions are limited to what goes on in your community.
Let's take a look at the drinking of ydurig people
throughout the country.

How Soon and Who?

Most people try alcohol by the elle of 13. By the
12th grade about 90 percent of all young people have
had some gkperience with alcohol. This does not, how-
ever mean that most youth are drinkers. Many people
only take a "taste." Some early "drinking comes about
because of family habits and religion. If parents drink,
the young person's first drink is often.part of a family
celebration. If the first drink isn't taken with parents, it
usually comes out of curiosity about alcohol.

At some point, after an introduction to alcohol,
young people claide themselyes into two groups drinkers
and nondrinkerS.

About half go to the drinker group; the other.half
to the nondrinker. .group. What crakes the di,fference
between the groups is how much and how often they
drink.

Drinker grotipThe drinker group is made up of
young people who drink at least once a month
for social reasons or to feel the effect of alcohol,
They may drink more than once a month, and
often drink enough to get drunk.

Ivondrinkehr''groupYoung people in the non-
. drinker group May have a drink nc and then.

However, most of them tion't drink much or
drink often. Young qeople.in this group are only
occRsibriall,, involved.in activilie; where drinking
takef place.

other 'than tht amount and frequency of drinking,
there's pot much difference between youth in the d,1inker
and nondrinker groups. Young people in both groups
know, believe, and do many ofthe same things.

su,



Alcotiol and You

W hat and Where

Youth drink more beer than any other alcohblic
Oink TI is is probably because beer is easier to get,
costs less, and 'many, people falsely believe that beer
won't get them bombed as fast as other alcoholic drinks.
Lots of wine is also drunk Youth drink hard liquor less
often than beer and Wine.
, Young people Brink most frequtntly in homes
either their own or friends: They also drink at other
pkesoutdoors, !it bars and restaurants, in cars, and
near schools.

Why Drink?
There is no evidence thirt-fieople drink for any one

reason' This is probably because there isn't just one
reason. The same can be said for not drinkirig. Some
people may, never drink -at all or may decide after try-

. ing alcohol not to drink. They may not like the taste,
the effects, or the problems which go with drinking
alcohol.

Reports indicate that some teenagers drink as a
form of rebellion. Young people also drink to escape, to
show independence, to build courage, or to follow
family customs. Many drink for fun, enjoyment, or to
have the feeling of "getting high." Some drink to be part
of a group.

Getting It On

In a survey, one-half of the people-in your age group
reported that they had'four or. more drinks in one day
the week before they were interviewed. A large percent-.
age stated that they drink at least once or twice a week

\ and often get drunk. Seven out of ten said they consume
three to nine drinks at get-together's.

How Do You Stack Up?

Do adults drink more often than young people? The
results from a survey oh drinking indicated that youth
and adult contact with dripking situations is aboOt the
same. ,

Youth and adults are alike in other ways. Regardless
of age, men drink more than women. Women, hbwever,
do drink. Four ou;( of 1en young drinkers are female.

Alcohol play§ a similar social role for youth id
adults. For the 1post part, drinking takes plate with
other people. Reople tend not to drink alone. Some

2

Beer

Most

Wine

Lots

Hard Liquor ,
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Youth Adult

34% 31%

No Contact

16% 15%

Less Than Once .

A Month

More Than Once
A Month

Alcohol and You .

,I .. . 1
people drink because they are with other people. Others
get together to drink.

Youth and adults, however, differ in their choice of
drinks. Youth prefer beer while adults prefer liquor.
There is also a difference in the pace of drinking. Adults
drink more in homes than young people do. Youth tend
to drink in cars and outdoor places, such as school areas
and parking lots, while adults drink in bars and restau-
rants . v

Too Much Drinking

"Drinking". can mean any amount from a single
toast on a special occasion to drinking too much, too
long, or on too many occasions.

Becoming intoxicatedgetting drunkis considered
excessive drinking by many. Anytime you stay under the
influence bf alcohol for long periods of time that is ex-
cessive drinking Frequent drinking, if it interferes with
what tou have to do, is considered excessive.
; One survey of 13,000 youths around the country
indigated that over 3,600 were drunk at least four times
in the last year. Those who were drinking said their
drinking. g t them in trouble at least twice. Youth report
that their social groilla influences both' drinking apd
nondrinki g. This influence can result in excessive drink.-
ing for some. At 'times in a group, drinking becomes
competitive. You may be urged to keep drinking to keep
up with others. ,,
Probtdm Drinkers

A problem drinker is someone whose use of alcohol
creates problems for himself and/or others: The problem
drinker may orlmay not be addicted to alcohol. The
alcohol c, a specific kind'of problem drinker, is addicted.
This definition indicates that if a drinkerany_drinker
gets into trouble with himself or others because of
alcohol, he has a drinking problem. .

Youth Problem Drinking -

Youth problem drinking, is more widespre4 than
most people believe. One survey indicated that four out
of ten boys and one out of five girls sometimes drank
alone. One out of five boy; arid Oae out of *every ten
girls sometimes drank until they passed out. Four out
every ten boys and over fine out of ten girls.said they
have been in trouble because of drinking.

is
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Youth drinking can cause:

_ problems in.school

Fern lly quarrels

Broken fri_enciships

Tr accidents
....

Job problems A .

Trouble with the iSw
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Trouble Atiead? b

There is little agreement on what4auses problem
drinking or hoOlong it take'sto develop a drinking prob-
lem, Some people .cat become problem drinkers from . ..
the first drink., More often than not,. however, there are
plenty of signs.

C As one girl put it, "You look forward to Friday,e9d
then one .day you ask yourself, why wait for f.rida0"

You may have ,already been exposed to problem
drinkers. The remarks that follow are indications of gi
problem drinking.

r
"I used to feel that I didn't belong, that 1, wasn't
part of the crowd. Bit when I drank, .1 loSt my

Ilears.". , a

"I didn't feel comfortablewith myself when I

. wasn't drinking."
"I had my first drink when I was 12. By the time I
was 15, 4 had to have a drink just to get to school."
"Fity the time I was 15,q I began having blackouts."

"When I was 15, I started taking a little container to
a school vvith alcohol in IC . -

The best way to stop problem drinking is to get at it
early If you find yourself .drinking alone, daily, or
enough to pass out, it is time to stop drinking.

Long Range Problems 10.

Mat else can result ?tom problem drinking? The
Misuse of alcohol can lead to trouble, even when you're

4 4not chinking. There can be long range problems.

Occasional drinking seems to cause little perma-
nent harm to the b Y. But heavy drinking, over

i a long time, h s both physical 'health and
social life.

'40* Research has not found exactly which medical -

problems occur only as a result of alcohol use.
..

A
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It is known et damage to the h , brain, and
1:.liver may accompany hea0y drinkin over a long

period ol time.

The experts don't agree on hdw n ilcohst
cau y damage. They do agree titat misuse
of &t \ab° abuses the body. \ ,,

Things People lieve -

v
.

People hold, different views about those whiff rink 1

.and those who don't drink. These views are ba on
individual' beliefs,. background, and experience:\ Thik
views; however, maw or may not be valid. Others , so
influence how you feel about dpinkers or nontfrink
How you think people feel about drinkers and nail-.
drinkers can influence your decision to drink or 'not tee
drink. However, in most cases, the decision to drink 6
not still rests with you. I

WHAT YOU CAN DO ON,YQUA OWN
Use tip form Local Drinking Per to find, aut.

\
\

about drinking and nondrinking 'in you cimmunity.
ksk at Iwo five young people the qu bons on the
fdrm. They don't have to drink tg le part of your s,urvey.
The reit two items on the form are for thoise v.& don't
drink. Recerd the information for each person you'
ipterview.

Ask questions flour all categories. F4 example, for
the category Whele, ask "if you drink, 'Where do you \
drink'?" More "Than one answer is okay. If the person
doesn't understand the question, ask 'specific items
about where people drink. These are listed under the
s'ectidn labelled Item. Ask the person, "Do you drink at
home?" Put a mark in the Tally column foriach item
mentioned. When you complete all interylews, total the
tally marks for each item..Bring your completed form to
class.

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR CLASS'
Read Drinking Behavior It is about young people in(

a drinking situation. In class you will select a character
and discuss tfiVtatoblems the character may face.

The characters in Drinking Behavior are listed below.
if you want, you can select your character before going
to class.

lu 5



Alcohol and You .

Categories Item.°

Local Drinkingpattern

ti

Tally Total

.

_---1
. WHE

Home

Parties 4.
Bars

Sports- evefits

Other

WHEN

Day ,

Evening '

Weekend

1 drink

HOW MUCH 2-3 drinks

(at one time) 4-5 drinks

"6 or more drinks

Every day

On'ce a week

HOW OFTEN 2 -3 times a week

Once a month

Twice a month

WHAT

Beer

Wine
.

Hard liquor

EASCPN

FOR

DRINKING

Because others do

Like the taste

To celebrate

For,the feeling

()the;

DON'T DRINK
$ Qpit drinking

Never did drink-

Bad taste

Feeling

REASON Cost

FOR NOT Npt allowed

DRINKING Illegal

Bad kir health

No Feason to drink

Otherw 4LE

6
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Mcdpol and You

Chbracters .

Laura, Steve, Brian, Danny, Tbm, Juan, Claude, Francine, and Sally

,

Drinking Betivior

Laura's folks Are hesitant to let' her have a party. Theytihad healt1 about
parties getting out of hand and the police being called. But Laura said Steve. would
be there to keep an eye on things. Lawra's.folks liked Steve. He seemed responsible

. and, as far as they knew, he didn't drink. So he party was on. ,
Laura put out .11115ts of 'chips and crackers along with things for sandwiches.

There were plenty of soft drinks. She wanted' to provide beer but her father
wouldn't let her. However. he said he didn't object if people brought their own. 7

Ft is good that he didn't t 90e,most of the guys arrived with sbmethipg.
Brian and Danny went in toget er on a case of beer. Brian can really put it iway
two or three six packs in -an eveningpsn't unusual. But he can also hold ii. it the
end of the evening you'd never know he'd been dP'nking. , - .

Danny.car).'t drink nearly, as much as Brian. True, he'can out-chug Brian. How-
ever, after'fqur or five beers, he is pretty silly. That dOesn4 bother him. As-Fig says,
"Why pay all that money for beer if you don't get anything out Of it?"

4 Gay a couple of guys brought hard stuff. Tom came with a half pint of hour-
bon, "to trip me loosen up." Tom's'generally a rathershy person and he does seem
to have,a lot morfun aftera few drinks. He figures If he only brings half.a.pint, he
won't be tempted to drink ariy more than that.

Juan is also shy. He takes his bottle into a cornerand just watches people. He
is.a Toner at a-party No one really /knows whether he getg drunk or riot.

S ve did a good job of keepinythings'under control. He didn't touch a drop.
When s e tried to puSh a drink on him, he said "I don't particaularly like the
taste, and the feeling is even worse." Laura feels the same way as Steve. However,
she was afra0 that if slp drdr, thin the gang midht take it as a put-down.,So,
she sipped on allass of ginger ale, letti g people think it was a drink?

The only One to give Steve any rouble was Clauciellnot only because he
drank too much, but because he kept ging Francine to take a drink. He kept at
her saying,'"Come on Francine, one drink isn't going to kill you." Stove' asked...
Claurdell to leave her alone, a'nd`Claudell dt alittlehot about ii. It was Francine

114 who en e t. She grabbed dell's glass, swilled it down, and saitl.."Does that.
make you ha y?" -

The' only one whb got to Ily noisy .was Sally. She can't handle alcohol and
rarely has more than a few sips from hert4ate4hglass so as to be sociable. ,Tonight;
shS had a few,sia too Many and got into a, laughing7crying jag. Unfortunately,.
they were just helpinl her to Steve's car when Laura's folks came home. They
weren't too pleased.

V
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'ALCOHOL

, AND
INTOXICATION

po

Alitohol is brie of the oldest ancl.mbst commonly
used drugs., It is a depressant. Peop behave d'fferently
with (Afferent amounts of alcoho ay.
act differently with the same a dif-
ferent times. One thing, howeVer, Y the .

same: Hovi, the body handles alcOhol is quite similar for
all people. ' .

' How Tha..tocly Handlei Alcohol

The body takes in alcohol quickly arxilsgets rid of it
slowly. Aldohokenters the bloodstream throUgh absorp-
tion and is distributed to body tissurah,,and cells. The
body get,s rid of alcohol through-oxidation and elimi-
nation. -

Ab sorption and distribution

Alcohol is quickly and direc. tiy absorbed into the
bloodstream withid being digested. Absorption can be
slowed down a little if there is fobd in the stomach.
Water irl food slOws alcohol's entrycinto the blood. How- -

' ever, all the alcohol still gets into the blood...,
The bloodstream carries alcohol throughout the

body. frehavioi. is affected when alcohol reaches the
brain.' .

Oxidatioln anVimination ir -

Oxidation is, simply the burning of alcohol. Oxi-
dation is necessary to 'sober up." The burning Of
alaohbl ,takes place in the liver. It is the liVer that gets

of 90 percent of 'the alcohol consumed. Some people
falsely believe they can speed up alcohol's exit from the
body. What they don'l know isoxidation has its owa
clock. The human body can burn up about ounce,
alcoh ne hour. Onarlfalf ounce of alcohol is con .

in about three-fourths of a standard serving: 0'
eer, wine, or liguor (gin, vpdka; whiskey, etc.).

Elimination is much less important than oxidatiOn
in getting rid of alcohol. But, asmalt amount of alcohol
.is eliminated from 'the body through thelungrb perspira-
tion, and urine.

9



Alcohol and Intoxication

Intoxication

If oxidation could stay ahead of,thef amount drunk,
'you ,vo)Ou' Id never get smashed. The problem is, no matter
him much you drink,. the liver just plugs along at the
same old rate. Both absorption' and oxidation are
stubborn characters. Absorption won't stow down' very
much and oxidatiOn -can't speed up. When you drink/
more alcohol than your liver can oxidize,' the percentage
of alcohol 'in you'. bltod increases. In other words, you
are becoming ra:re intoxicated. The greater the percent-
age ,of alcohol in the blood, the more intoxicated a
person is.

'MEASURING INTOXICATION

The amount of alcohol in the body can be measured.
The percentage of alcohol in body fluids can besleter-
mined,by using a breath, urine, or blood sample. Alcohol
in the blood is called the Blood Alcohol Concentration or
8.:4G. The amount of alcohol is expressed as ,a percent-
age. The measure is 'very accurateit indicates so many
parts of alcohol to so many parts of blo-pd. Depending
on how much you weigh, the percentage of alcohol in
the blood would be ..01:-.02% with, one drink in one
hours A 120-pound person who drank for one hour
would have the following blood alcdhol percentages:

.

Let's take a look at all the factorsihat determine the
percentage of arcohol in the blood. Later on, we will
examine how behavior is affected at different blood
alcbhol levels.

The percentage of alcohol in the blood depends on
body weight, amount of alcohol, and drinking time. To a

lesser degree, food in the stomach makes a difference
because the alcohol is absorbed more slowly. But, all of
the alcohol still gets into the blood. Thinking you can
keep from getting drunk gy drinking on a full stomach
may, just result in your being an unhungry drunk!

Your Weight (

Weight affects the percentage of alcohol in the
blood. A heavier person has more body fluids. There-
fore, a heavy person can drink more alcohol than a light

Clne drink A.(121
*Two drinks " .06%
Three drinks .09%

Four drinks .13%

10
14

Body Weight

+

Amount' of Alcohol .

Drinking Time
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Alcohol and Intoxication

person and, have the same perceptage of alcohol in the
blood. A 200-pound rSerson with two drinks in his body
will have the same BAC as a 100-pound person with one-
drink.

Amount of Alcohol

No matter what you weigh, the more you drink in a

fixed amount of time, the greater your BAC will be. This
is also true cto matter what you drink: Beer, wine; and
liquor can all be thought of as a drink: Why? Because of
thtv one common elernentALCOHOL. In standard
amounts, drinks all have the same amount of alcohol.
They all have the same intoxicating potential. Twelve'
ounces of beer, 5 ounces of wine, rand 1'h Ounces of
liquor are considered standard servings.' In standard
servings, beer, wine, and liquor contain the same amount
of alcohol. Here is how it workstakelle volume times
the percent* of akohoLand that equals the amount of
alcbhot if the amount of alcohol is the same, it doesn't
make any difference what you drink. It is the alcohol
that,,leads to intoxication. It appears clear cut, but, if
you are drinking, it is not all that simple. Let's take a
closer look at what people drink, and some'differencei in

4the drinks themselves.

eercentage
df Alcohol

Amouht of.k,

) Alcohol

1 1/2 Ounces
Whiskey

(80 Proof)

x

15
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Alcohol and Intoiication

BEER

Some rAitg)le say beer is not intoxicating=wrongl It
is. Some .say it is less intoxicating than liquor. Wrong
again! If the amount of alcohol is the same, the level of
intoxication is the same .'2

The idea that beer is less intoxicating h1 a lot to do
with the drink and the drinker.

Slower drinkin'gCor'npared to other-drinks, beer
is drunk more sloinciy. Beckuse bf itselume, it
take longer to finish than other drinks. It takes
longer to drink three or four beers than three or
four mixed drinks.
Filling quality Beer is more filling than other
drinks. Since beer is More filling, people fend to
drink Jess than they would if they were drinking

, mixed drinks.
Drink content,Strong drinks- make standard
mixed drinks appear more intoxicating than beer.
Mixed- drinks often contain more than the stapd-
ard arrfount of liquor. This is particularly true'
when people serve. themselves. There may be as
many as 3 ounces of liquor isn one drink. The fact
of the matter is that a drink with 3 ounces of
liquor is equal to two standard servings-.of beer,
wine, or liquors? ,

If you drink the same amoot of alcohol, the percentage
Of alcohol in the blood is the sam .

LIQUOR

. Liquor conjoins a high per entige of alcdtibl per
volume. The strength of liquog i iven by proOf. The
percentage o,f alcohol in liquor i merely ona-half the
proof -80 proof = 4096 alcohol, a d so on. The greater
the proof, the greater the percen of alcohol. Liquors.
commonly range from 80-90 proof.

What happens if you mix 1"ounce of alcoholic
beverage with .water or soda? Does it keep you from
getting drunk? Will yo9,eet drunk faster? Neither! Water
and soda as a mix don't make any diffirence. The
amount of alcohol is still the same.

What -happens if you mix alcaliolsALCOHOL +
ALCOHOL? Will you get drunk faster? Well, that
depends. If the'result is a standard drink, it doesn't make
any difference. Byf some of these drinks "hit harder"

12. .

.1

t:41%
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because /they contalk, more alcohol. Every ounce counts.
'If thfrcontaiii 3 or 4 ounces of liquor, you get drunk
)esjer. Since the standard drink has 11/2 ounces ofliquor,
you can hardly count these mixed drinks as ON.E.drink$

. WINE .

Are all wines the same? No. Most win, are abotitt
12 percent alcohol., Some forti wines Kaye a higher
percentage of alcohol. Sweet inei more key' to

C have higher alcohol content than other wines. You need
to know what kind of wine you are drinking. A.5 -ounce
glass of fortified wind could be equal to two standard
drinles

1 Check the' percentage of alcohol on the label to
be sure.

KEEPING TRACK .

. .

. .

HOW do you keep from drinking too much? How
do you keep track? The most iccuratrway :is to count
the ounces consumed and know the percentage of

_ alcohol in each drink. This is especially hard to do in a
.drinking tjtuation, However, with some drinks it' is
necessary. R is much easier to drink standard drinks and
count the number of brinks.

Time
. Time is.really the only way to get rid of alcohol. If

you drink slowly, or sip drinks, you,give yoUr body time
to handle them. Alcohol gets into the body morejlowly

. and there is more time to burn it. Time works in two
_ways:

s

Number
of Drinks

BAC
Five 10

four .06

'Trim* e .06

Tliro .04

eCill .02

Alcohol and crime, . a'

0

to

3 4
Hours
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Alcohol and Intoxication

Drinking timeThe shorter the'time period in
which drinking occurs, the higher the BAC. The
BAC would reach a higher level if a person had
three drinks in ong hour than itwould if a person
had one drink each hour for three hours.

Oxidation time The 'longer the pe?iocrtime
*after drinking; thp, lower the BAC becb es.

Oxidation continues until at alcshcil has lefhe
body.

Time is a key factor. You need to allow time for
each drink to leave the body. Three-fourths of a stand-
ard drink are oxidized in one hour. This j .016% BAC.
Let's see how it works with M. Average (abouf150

The chawsKONthe BAC for each drink, how BAC'
decreases over time, girl the number of hours it 'takes-for `-
the bckly to rid of different numbers of.drinks.
. Mr. Average is affected by alcohol from one to

seven hours depending on the number of drinks. In 9ct,
his BAC is higher with four, driinks alter two hour than
it ever was with two drinks.

)
1 Or 1 or -.1

Alcohol and. Behavior -_

when alcohol reaches the brain it -affects the way
people behave, The effects are present with one drink.
When the drinker has trouble talkingor walking, it is

not because the muscles controllg speech and move-
ment ere impaired,kut because the control centerthe
brain is affected. The first area of the brain affected
co/atrols social inh)lattions and other' 'things that
learn. We learn to do or say things when we are with
friends. We lealn, also, what not to do or Say! Eventually,
alcohol affects all behaviors and,body professes. .

.Here's how different numbers of drinks in one
hour's time would affect Mr. Average. Remember, the)
drinks are stancLard servings of beer, wine, or liquor.

'fter one drink, his inhibitions are lessened. He may
be less critical of thjrnself and others. His judgement

. begi;is to be affected. (BA: .01:02%)
After ,o drinks, his reaction time will be slower.

He wilt* be less cdtical of Aimseif and others. He may'
appear',-to be relaxed ,abd friendly. (BAC': .03- 0490

After three drinks, his tuagment is not sound. He
will not thinlqlearly reasAmg is less reliable. Hem
may do or s:i* things that are iude and unreasonable.
(BAC Q5-.06%)

14-:
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Exercise

Alaohoi and Intoxitation

Afteiiur ;rinks, his hearing, speech, vision, and
balance are affected. (BAC:, .08-.9g%1 ''

Alper five drinks, most ofhis behavi are affected.
' Body parts teein to "not work. together.", Performing

anx task using his hands and feet is:difficult for him.'He
,will find that walking withdtt stumbling is difficult.

(BAC: .1-0-.3 i%)
7. If Mr. Average t orrtinued t' drink 32;drihs,
I were in his body, his BV would& about .30%: At This ,

lent, 3 coma-or, deep sleep is not unusual-. If enough
. alc'oliol Were, in his stomach lighen-ht"passeiforit," his

blodielcohol lave) would continue to rise. If his BAC '
reathed1.50%, he would be in a 'deep coma and near.

-
Sobering Up .

,.,Thekels no. instant way fb sober uT., Sinde most of
the alcohol leaves the body by_ tieing oxidized, only time
Will sober yotup.,,CO'Ict..stiowers; 'exercise, -black coffee, -7-

',fresh air. or Nt)?ing else. you might hate heard of just
*doesn't work All kinds of ways for `sober4ng bri'have

been 'tried. 'egple always think thWve 6iTcovered ohe '
' 'that works.The resultvare a clea Elruhk, atired dkunk, '+

an awaReArurikvBUT, STIQL. a runkL Itis all right to
: . try pese thingsthough, becaus6 they takeVime.' Time -

, allo s yOur body tetket Rid of 41cotiol. '
Wovg! My Head! ', .0

Call ita hango1erihurtip9, or whatever. If you drinki, ..
too much,, you're going to get bombed. As your body, -

41 stOWly gets rid 'of the tonic -oleo hjp1; it will icairiptaini
',. ihro\uvh aches andfbains. You may rforbe able tatolerate
loud npises:oldu rriay eel sick. these are alts- Effects of
alc,ohot:VV)th time,ypu'll.stirvive. A , - ia ,
WHAT YOU CAN DO ON YOUROWN

This%activity will allow yauto temyitiirknoWledge
% s

, of the Reading. Ahrsyvers'vou,a'ke-u e of inay be dis
cussed in class.-to Checleyouriel.trefer to the. answers'at..the and Of the $6./f- testi . 4

, . .
es-
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Alcohol, and Intoxibation

.

X'

Self -Test

:I: Read the descriptions in Column A, and select the items that match theni from

'Column B.

t ,COLUMN A COLUMN B

(1) the effects of too much drinking a. .015%

(21 percentage of alcohol oxidized in one'hour . b.' exercise

(3) amount ofalcohol in'the body c. beer

(4) process by which alcohol,ehters the bloodstteam d: brain

(5) time, number of drinks and e. liver

determines BAC f,' -four
(6) level of BAC at whiCh one is near death g. 'oxidation

(7) number of.drinks with which judgment begins h. mixed drink

tfo be affseted ° 'f. intoxication
1 (8) how the bOdy gets rid of most ,Icohol 1., BAC

(9) drink .that some people falsely believe is less k. weight
intoxicating than-other drinks I. one I.

44' (10) tiehavicir is affected when alcohol reaches this m. ,itomacf,
body part ' n., absorption

o. .50% PC

2. Which of the following,has the greatest amount
We*

, a, Four 12 oUnce.beers

b Two 5 ounce glasses.of wine

C. lirwo 11/2 ounce glasses Of 80 -proof gin

3. Which of the following have the same amount of alcohol?

' a, Three 12 ounce beers

b. Two 5 ounce glasses of wine

c. Two 1% ounce glasses of 80-,proof gin

A4. JA/hich of the following haethe least amount of alcohol?

a Two 5 ounce glasses of wine
t

$f

b. Three ounpe beers

C. Three 1Y2 ounce 913sses of whiskey
4f,

ounces beer = ounces wine ounces liquor (843 proof)

1

fr'

s..

16 ,
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Alvhoi'and ,intoxication
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Answers To Self-Test ..
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'o 13 '6.8
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Reading

3
IN
CONTROL.

What the body does with alcohol is similar for all
people. But thete is more to it than how the body ,,

handles alcohol. Alcohol 'affec& people differently. The
same person can be affected differently at different

. times with the same amount of alcohol. This Reading
r ..covers:

Blood alcohol concentration and levels of intoxi-
cation.

How surroundings and conditicks influence
behavior when drinking.

Drinking experience and intoxication.

BAC and Levels of Intoxication ' .. ,

Let's begin with ,a guide that defines BAC levels in
terms of the effects of alcohol on 'behavior.' BAC levels
in the gdide have become a standard: However, behavior
at each BAC level may differ somewhat with the incli-.
vidual. ,

Guide

BAC BEHAVIOR
.01-.04% AffectedJudgment begins to lessen, person is less critical of actions,

reaction time is slowed, indications of mental relaxation may appear.
05-.09% ImpairedJudgment is not sound, thinking and reasoning powers are

not clear, the ability to do complex jobs is lessenid.
.10% Intoxicated 'Judgment and reasoning powers are severely hampered';

cannot do common simple acts without error.
- .

: ... .

l
In order to control drinking, to Keep from being

affected, becoming impaired, or intoxicated, you need
to be able to figure the per
blood. The BAC Chart on t
to determine tlifferent/blo

e of alcohol in.your
t page will help you
ohol percentages-1n

using the chart, use your, own Weight. If your weiglIt
is between two weights on the chart, use the weight
closer to yours. '

.2`'4.,
19
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In Control

With the BAC Chart, you can determine: (1) how
different numbers of drinks affect your BAC, (2) how
time affects your BAC after a specific number of drinks,
and (3) how to limit drinking during different time -
periods to keep from being affected, impaired or in-
toxicated.

BAC CHART

After
Hours

1 Drink 2 bunks 3 Drinks . 4 Drinks

4 I 2 1 4 3 2 ,tt 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1

Wcoht
9t3s I I

80 1
02 05 08 07 10 10 10 12 12 15

-

15"

100, I 02 , 04- 06 05 07 08 09 10 12 13

120 02 03 04 - 03

02

01

04

03

06

05

08

06

06 08

X04 06
09

08

11

09
140 01

01 -
02

02

01
-...

01

04

03160 I - 02-
..,

04 05 .41 A4 06 08

-41-

180 i A4(01
ti__

03 02 93 04 02 04 05 07

44-

200 II 02 01 03 04 01 03 04 06

After
1

1

Hours 1

, 5 Drinks

1

20 .

' 4.

6 Drinks 7 Drinks 8 Dnnks
s

4 3 2

----J

12 19

3

._

2 1 4 3 2 1 4 2 .' 1

Weght ;

libs I 1

80

100 .

t--
i'

17

13

09

19
,,_

22 22 25 25 27 27 30 29 30 32 33

14e 16

11 13

- 17

14

16

13

18

14

12

19

016

21

17

20 22

15 17

23

19

25

20

24

19

25

20

27 28

22 23
120 I

--
140 , 07 09 10

--,

12 10 13 15 13 14 16 17 15 17 18 20

-4--

160 06 -07 09

06 07

04 06

10

09
,i,_

08 09 11 13 . 10 12 13 15 13 14 16 17

1 8 0 . ; 0 4

03

06 08 09 11 09 e 10 '12 13 11 12 11.64z

L 200 i 08 05 07 08 09 07 09 10 12 09 10 12 13

Numbers equal the percentage of altohol 0 the blood Dish I-1 a trace of alcohol
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In Control

Alcohol Plus 'foil' ..
Now, let's look at.

Why alcohol affects people differently.

How the same amount of alcohol can cause
people to act differently at different times.
What' may affect the way individuals behave
when drinking.

How a person may react to conditions When

eep in mind however, that the way a person behaves
responds to conditions doesn't change BAC.

Tlj Drinking Situation
The sitdatitin includes your surroundings and how

you think others expect you to act. The descriptions
below show hoW different situations can affect our
behavior. Assume you halve had two drinks in one hqur.
Figure oat your BAC and follow along.

You may act very free, friendly, and loud with
your friends. But, if your parents appear unex-

----"\pectedly, you may try to act more yourselfat
sober as possible.

as Ai a friend's party you may be a bit loud and let
everyone know how great you are. One of your
friends shows up with a visitor that you would
like to get to know. You may try to be more
yourself.

You're it a patty that"'s "bad." Drinking just
doesn't seem to help. You harctly:feel like you've
had a dr inktThen your best friend tows up and
your favorite song begins to play. You may feel
the effects beyond wliat is expected from two
drinks.

There are other situations that influence how ydu
act when drinking. How about the difference between
drinking with. parents or alone; at home or in a restau-
rant?

Emotions

Emotions are always with you.... They can be strong
or weak. They can+change quickly. They include love,
hate, fear, .excitement, relaXation, anxiety: and joy.
Emotions affect how you act even without alcohol. At
times, they can be strong enough to impair your behay.

24 21



In Control

tor. If this'is the case, you don't need alcohol 6 add to
the problem. You've all' been impaired by emotions.
Have you ever said?

"I was so scared, I couldn't move."
k '.'I was so mad that ...

"If he'd bone it just one more tire ...' There are also times when your emotions can help
you -out. YOU' may have spent an entire night studying

ttoryn exam. The next day you were "up" for the exam
even though you had had no sleep. It was your emo-
tional state that kept you going.

.1 ,
Emotions aren't always this strong. The way you

may act because of the mix Of emotions and alcohol
is not always clear. You may drink more or less bg-
cause of your emotions. When you're. comfortable,
one drink may contribute to your' relaxation and you
may stop after one. You may also be so 'at ease that
without thinking you 'have the next drink and the next,
until you've had too Much.

At another time, you may be tense or bothered and
knowingly or unknowingly drink too much to try to foo
get about what's bothering you. Under the same can-

' damns, you may also quit drinking because it's making
things worse.

It pays to know how you feel before you start
thinking and to have an idea of what your emotions add
to the way, you behave. In drinking situations, the impact
of altohol on how you act depends a lot on how capable
you are of handling your emotions.

. ,
Reasons fOr Drinking

Your reason for drinking can affect the way you
act. If you want to have a great party, you may exagger-
ate the effect of alcohol. If you want to relax, you may
'try to control the effect/Some people may drink to
show others they can handle alcohol. If they try to
prove they can handle alcohol, they may, at first, mask
the effects. Their reason for drinking helps them keep
the mask up until they drink too much and find them-
selves drunk. As BAC increases, people tend to forget
the reason for 2M-inking.'

el. . e
Physical Self

Your body may react .to chocolate, Str berries, or

22
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In Control

some other food. You can have a similar reaction to
alcohol. Also, your pysical stateyour body chemistry
is different from tie to time. Your body chemistry
may cause you to react differently to alcohol. Differ Ent
reactions cao be caused by being nervous, tired, sick,
out-of-shape, or being on medication. 14 you are tired or
sick, the effects of a drink or two will probably be
greater. under these conditions, if you must drink, set a'
limit bt one or two. Changes in body themiStry may
cause alcohol to affect you in a way that yob _have never
experienced.

DRINKING EXPERIENCE o

- 4

Drinking experience does not make you immune to
alcohol's effects. Experience does, however, have Tome
limited benefit in future drinking situations. Those of
you that have eRperrenced alcohol are in abetter posi-
tion to recognize the effects from alcohol and handle the

ely effects.,, In both cases, the benefit from drinking
xperience is only realized if you can put on the brakes

to keep from drinking toornuch.-As BAC increases, yOu
are less capable of seeing the effects from alcohol or
doing anything about it.

The Build-Up

There are people who believe that,you can build up
a tolerance to alcohol: They point to drinkers who "hold
their liquor" without outwardly showing the effects.

There probablirqa tolerance for alcohol. At least
there are some facts which show the body can adjust to
alcohol 'and that people learn to control some effects
from alcohol.

BODY TOLERANCE

PitoRle who often drink large quantities can develop
whatlled tissue tolerance. The nerves try to make
up for the dulling effect of alcohol. Thajnore the nerves'
work, the more alcohql it takes to get the same effect. In
this sense, heavy drinkers have a tolerance to alcohol
that beginqing drinkers don't have Tissue tolerance-is
developed only after many years of drinking. Heavy
drinkers may also develop tissue damage.

% e

PSYCHOLOGICAL TOLERANCE

Fieople can learn to Make lip for some effects of
alco ol. This is called psychological tolerance. Psycho-

23



logical tolerance can cause you to believe thatpeople are .,
sober When they really aren't. This is why observing how l.

people act isn't a good way of telling if they are intoxi-
cated. Psychological tolerance works because the drinker
kriows the . common effects of alcohol and most thirigs
the drinker does require Only simple skills. -Things like

(king ar41 talking are so ingrained t the drinkeif
with effort can Mask the effect that alco has.As long .
Is the drinker only does routine or everyday, things, the
effects of alcohol are unlikely to show. The effligs of
alcohol, however, show:

If the job is new..
If the job is complex.
If high level skills are needed
If concentration is necessary.

As long as .the task is simple or routine, our drinker can
do a lotwalk, talk, or fall into bed. .

When skill is needed, the drinker can't "fake" being
sober. His ability to call football 'plays, mate a putt, or
safely control a car would show that alcohol has taken
its toll. Don't be fooled by the person who looks and
.2cts sober. He may be no more capable of doing a task
requiring skill, like driving, thari the person who looks
and acts bombed.

People with a bit of tolerance can even fobs them-
selves. They may be able to sit aretalk without feeling
the effects. Only when they get up to do something else
do thetrealize that alcohol has taken hold.

Drinking Doesn't Help . I
Some people` believe that alcohol helps them do a

better job. "I bowl better after a couple of drinks." "I
dance better when I'm drinIting." This just isn't the case.
No one isimmune to the effects of alcohol. In addition, :

if you're 'new at a job, alcohol affects How well yoq cto
.it even, more. Wtien people feet they do better- after
drinking what Ny really mean is that they feel better. dt

n?e%Alcohol is a depressant. If a person is ne us about
doing something, alcohol will depress the new s. After
drinking, a Berson may not do as well. They are just less
critical about row well'they do.

...
Personal Limits

Not everylke beha ves the same way after drinking
1411e same amount of alcohol. Since people weigtidifferent

amotints their 'blood alcohok concentrations will. be\ '',

24
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In Control

different. Likewise, the same person may behave differ-
ently at-different times when the same amount has been
consumed. Sornpeople can't 'drink at all. They appear
sensitive to alcohol. Most of these people know that
they are more affected by alcohol than others. People
whg are sensitive t alcohol often avoid drinking or set a
one drink limit.

Because of our makeup, our surEoundings, and our
emotions, each drinking situation is a little different.
One drink on an occasion may result in the effect
ordinarily brought about by two drinks. The opposite,
.can also be true.

In order to set a responsible limit on drinking, you
have to know the basic factors that make up intoxica-
tion (weight, amount of alcohol, and time) and how
your condition will be affected by adding alcohol. If
there is doubt about the .way you feel, it's best to take a
pass on drinking or set a limit and stick to it.

Staying in Control

There are,ways to control alcohol rather than letting
it control you. One isdon't_drink. Many people choose
another' way. Here's a drinker's guide. ,

You need to KNOW:
Your weight, the amount of alcohol, and
drinking time to keep a low BAC.
Your condition your physical state and
emotions can add to the effect of alcohol in
a drihking situation.
Yourself well enocgh to know when to say
"no thanks" to thi first drinli,or to the next
drink.

You nrd to CONTROL:
Drinkino when you have something impor-
tant to do.

You need to DECIDE:
How much you're going .to drink a nd stick
to it.

WHAT YOU CAN DO ON YOUR OWN .

Since you knowthow your body reacts t alcohol,
see if you can Bbat The Clock. You need to use the BAC
Chart to see what your BAC level would be for different
numbers of.drinks. For'Beat The Clock, there is no one
answer that fits for everyone. The right answers depend
on yo d.

28
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Beat The Clock
Basic Information

Standard 'Oxidation( Guide For Under /
Drink Rate The Influence

11/z oz. liquor or .015 BAC .01-.04% affected i
per hour

5 oz. wine or .05-.09%,impaired

,_
12 oz. beer , .10% intoxicated

,, , .

. .
Using your weiht,\ identify your BAC, and whether ydu wound be affected,
impaired, or into Ica ed. .

. affected impaired intoxicated

1. One drink in o e hour = BAC

Two drinks in ne flour =LI! BAC
Three drinks in e ne hour = _BAC
Four drinks in o e'14pur = _BAC

OE ...

Three drinks in o urs = BAC ii. / i
Four drinks in t,ti ee.hIaurs BAC

4,-.
Four drinks in four hour's = BAC ,

2. For #1 above, identify the BACs that you feel are higher than you care to
reach. ---,

3. At .1,6%, ho rs are required to lower BAC to .02%.

At !10%, ho rs are reqUired to lqwer BAC to_ .04%.

At .10%, hours are,required to lower BAC to_ .02%.

At .12% Hours are required to lOwer BAC to -.00%.

-. 4. After drinks in one hour, your BAC would be about .05%.

After drinks in two hours, your BAC would be about '.10%.

After drinics in iiiree hours, your BAC would be about *.08%. .,

5. At .05% BAC, how do you think each of the following would change the Way
you act?

a. Important party f. New job
.

b. Sleepy g. Angry /
c. End of school . h. Scared .
d. Failed final exam i. Sick

e. New car

de '
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4
DRINKING

FORE ,

DRIVING

q

So far we've covered how the body handles alcohol
and how alcohol affects behavior.' The major points
include:

Too much drinking can cause problems.

Young people have problems because of drink-
ing.

S
Different- amounts of alcohol affect people
differently and the same person differently at
different times.

This Reading deals with a problem that is everyone's
concern. The problem tedrinting and driving. Drinking
and driving is a serious problem because of the number
of alcohol-related accidents and deaths. Later_you will
see that:

Risk in driving increases'after drinking.

Alcohpl is a major factor in highway deaths.

Young people are involved in more than their
share of alcohol-related crashes. .

Drinking and Driving

In a survey, about one-,half of all drivers adinitted to
etcasional drinking and dpi ving afterward. There are
many reasons why people drink and then drive. Some
people don't know the dangers involved in drinking and
driving. Others find' drinking enjoyable and then find
that they have to get home or chive some place. Many
people who drink are responsible abo.ut it. They reduce
the risk of drinking and driving by keeping their drinking
Linder control. If they've had a little too much, they
delay driving or let someone else take the wheel.

Legal Standard

If yOu drink and drive, you assume riskrisk of
'being involved in an accident. The more you are under
the influence of alcohol, the greattr the risk is in driving.
A legal standard has been adopted by the states to try to
reduce the problems caused .by those who 'drink and
drive. Some people say the standard is too tough. The
real question isis it tough enough7lYou'll see what we'
mean when we look at alcohol related accidents. The
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Drinking Before Driving

tic

legal standard is based on the amount Of alcohol_ in the
bloodBAC. It covers those drivers affected, impaired,
or intoxicated by alcohol. The standard is part of the
guide we've been using.

STANDARD
BAC CONDITION

01-.04% Affected
.051 09% Impaired
00% Intoxicated

Now let's try to make some sense out of the stand- 4
ard. Yoti can use your BAC Chart in Reading Three to
see how the standard appliei to you. Here's how it works
with 160 pounder.

,Affea-tedWith one or two drinks in an flour,
driving will be somewhat affected. However, the
160 pounder should still be able to drive. Chances

'of an accident have increased slightly
ImpairedWith three drinks in an hour, alcohol
has impaired skills Ifriportant for driving. Our
1-60 pounder will not be able to drive as sately

ia$ before. Our driver is engaging in risky behavior
and exposing others that uie the road to this
risk. Chances of an accident, have definitely
increased.

InVxicatedWith five drinks in an hour, he is
intIoxicated. The 160 pounder; cannot drive
safely He is a hazard on the road. Chances of
haviffran accident are about six times greater
than when he was sober.

Who are the legal standards for? They are fo.
driversyoung and old, new and.experienced, and good
pnd bad drivers. -

Tha legal standard .was set so that when any driver
reaches .05% BAC, the is no doubt that the-ability to
drive safely is reduced. This doesn't mean, however, that
accidents do not occur at BACs less than .05%. They do.
There is an increased risk in driving whenbAC isbetween
.01.04% especially for young driCithand probably for
nev4 drivers and bad drivers....
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Alcottol sod Driver Ab

Driving is a complicated business. !Qs one of the
most complicated things that'people do on a dbfly basis.
You can't do. a good job Of driving when you are im-
paired by alcohol..

If you.igok a,few Minutes to mentally construct a

Skilled, and responsible driver, -how would your drhier
'look? If would pkbably be a person with:

Good judament;

aaod emotional control,
Ability to see well, and

Skillcoordination to control the car with hands,
feet, and eyes in response to others and the road.

Let's put it,ano4fier way. Fora minute, you arekin
charge of the state driver licensing pragrtm. lioVi many
people would You give a license to who have pow
jud ent? Lose emotional control easily? Can't see?

an trot the car? When you drink, your judgment
decreases, ou canhor .see 'as well, you may lose emo-
tional bontrol,iaAd controlling the car is more difficult.

The big problem,/ is the effect alcohol has on your
judgment anal atillity, to see.These_two abilities are the.
most. important e driving.

Judgment

Judgment serves to guide your behavior in driving
and in all situatio'ns. It allows you to think clearly. and

,,make quick sound decisiOns.
Judgment is also part of eveii.Vtask in driving. Your

judgment' works to' help you answer driving questions
like these:

How.fast .

am I going?
"are other cars going?
I s t h e r e time . .

to pass?
to cross the street?,

Is there room .

to merge?
' to turn?'

to stop?

How far away is . .

the.oncoming car?

3
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Drinking efore Driving

the car I'm following?
the, pedestrian?

Do / have enough distance . . . ,
when follo.wing others?
to clear objects on the side?

To drive you must be able to accurately judge speed,
time, and distance. Your judgment is the firstimportant
driving ability affected by alcohol. It is affected with the
first drink and is markedly impaired after about three

drinks. With judgment influenced by alcohol, you may
begin to take chances. Yotl may drive too fast, follow
too closely, pass without enough clear distance, and take

curves at to hit a speed.
There is another problem. When alcohol overtakes

judgment; it doesn't stop half way. It's a complete take-
over, Why? Because alcohol affects your judgment' of
how the alcohol itself is affecting you. You may feel fine
and keep right on drinking. Your ability to drive may be
getting Worse and worse, while you think it is getting
better and better. Once your judgment is affected, you
have two problems

YOU CAN'T DRIVE SAFErY
and

YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW IT!

Ability To See

Have things ever looked, blurred? Have you ever
seen double? If this occurred`while you were drinking,
you were' really smashed, If these problems occur, safe
driving is out of the question. Any loss in seeing causes a
problem for drivers. Almost 90 percent of the informa-
tion we use in driving comes through the eyes. Alcbhol
can affect your ability to see without you being aware of
sit. The effects begin at low BAC levels. Many visual
abilities critical to driving are influenced after three or t
four drinks.

Let's look at the more important visual skills and
what alcohol does to them.

VISUAL ACUITY

Visual acuity gives a clew picture of the scene. How
;harp and clear a picture is defends on outside light and
eye muscle adjustments The need for a clear sharp
picture is part of all driving jobs. When eye muscles are
relaxed by alcohol, light isn't directed properly and
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'focusing on a scene becomes difficult. The result is a
picture that is not sharp and clear. When the eye muscles
are very retirxed, there may be a furty picture.

SEEING AT NIGHT-

A clear picture for driving at ni,ght may be more
important than when driving during the.day. Since light
is needed for good seeing:your ability to see at night is
reduced by more than half. A driving pjcture may appear
quite' different from day to night. Adding al of to
night time driving reduces the ability to en more.

There are two other seeing abilities important to
night driving.

to -Glare vision helps you see when there is,a quick
increase in ligAt. The change may be from
headlights. Glare vision is lessened by alcohol
because of relaxed eye muscles. ,

Glart recovery is the ability Of the eyes to ie-
coyeT from sudden lightlike headlights. It
takes about seven seconds for Ole eyes to recover
from headlight glare. At 55 mph that's almost
the length of two football fields. This recovery
action is slowed by alcohol.

TO THE SIDE-

Side vision helps you identify obje6ts to the side
while looking ahead. This is an important abilitu when

-driving in cities or crossing streett'Most two vehicle
crashes involve one vehicle striking the other one from

44 the side Alcohol takes its toll here. At .05% BAC, side
vsion is reduced by about 30 percent.

SEEING DEPTH QR DISTANCE

This seeing ability helps you figure out how close
or far away something is and which way it is going. You
can gauge distance best when both eyes are working
together. Alcohol causes each eye to get a slightly differ-
ent picture. If alfohol affects y9ur ability to'gauge dis-
tance, chances of a head-on or rear-end collision are
greater

Driver Attitudes

Have you ever heard, "Don't worry, I can handle
it"? You probably have. It may have been you who said
it. Some people believe they can drive safely^ when
impaired. If they do,,and make it home, they are just
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lucky. Don't bp on always be4ng so lucky. The odds are
against impaired driving. SomtPday the impaired driver's
luck will run out. No one can Handle it Drinking drivers,
make mistakes all the time. Everyone shows the'effects
of too much alcoholeven professional drillers.

Eight to race and rally drivers were put to the test
a test like Ariving in trafficto find out how much
alcohol it takes to effect driving skill. None of the pros
felt. their driving would ba.,affected by alcohol. They
thought they could handle it. They changed, their
attitude after trying drinking and driving and watching
films of their mistakes.

The best of the pros made

7 mistakes when sober

22 mistakes when impaired

42 mistakes when intoxicated.

None of the pros did as well after drinkin'g as
before Theyc

Drove out of the lane markings

S Drove too fast
Had problems judging distances

Didn't adjust speed to roadway changes

Ran traffic flights and stop signs

Made panic stopS.that weren't necessary

Common Signs

If the pros'have trouble driving after drinking, you
can bet that all drivers do The difference is that drivers
make their mistakes on the street There are common
signs of drinking too much"and then driving.-.The signs.
can serve as (warning to remove yourself from behind
the wheel. They can !also. help you to stay away from
others who are drinking and driving,
' The signs of drinking too much show up in every
driving task. Here are some problem that drinking'
drivers have:

Driving Task Signs
a s

Controlling speed-- Too fast l'
Changing from f t toaFf 'slow
Slow driving in t e left Pane .

Running over tihe curb
Going into the'wrong lane

--..Making turns
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.
Keeping position Weaving-

".- Straddling lanes
Driving over the center line

Crossing on a yellow light
Stopping for a green light
Quiek or jelky starts
Sort of the stop sign
Overshooting thrastop sOgn
Running stop signs /.,_,

Stoppingeon the road
Signalling Na'signal N

Wrongsignal
Using lights No lights.

Failure to dim lights
. I

Obeying controls
. *
Starting up

Stopping

4

i
Highway Deaths

..........

The drinking driver also makes some extremely
serious mistakes' that are frequently the cause of alcohol,
related crashes. These mistakes include improper passing,
backing up on the highway, and going the wrong way,
especially on freeways. If you see these signs, keep a lot
of space between you and theother car.

How the- drinking driver acts s well as bow he
'drives can also give you some clues. Here are some things
to watch for*

Open windows in bad weather

Driver slumpilag in the seat .

Head out the window

- Objects being thrown from the car. b.'

HOW SERIOUS?

In a national survey, high school students ranked
drunk driving as the fifth most serious social issue. These
young people believed that the drunk driving problem
was almost as serious as crime and corruption in govern-
ment. Any way you want to cut it, drinking too much
and driving is a serious problemit is a safety problem.
Here's the overall accident picture.

In about one-half of all highway deaths,, alcohol
is involved. This means that abett 22,000 people'
a year (400 a week) die in alcohol-related crashes.

In alcohol-related Crashes, about one-half of
those killed each year'aren't the ones who are
drinking. '
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Alcohol-related crashes account fir about 60% of
the' young people (16' -24 years old) killed on the

Youth Alcohol Crashes
Young drinking drivers have an established accident

pattern The accident pattern eflects conditions tinder
which youth drink=at night, on weekends, and with
-other peopleand specific problems youth have with
driving and ,drinking and drivingspeeding and one-car
crashes.

In accidents, the specific problem alcohol causes for
the driver is unknown. Alcohol can lead tp problems
judgment, carcontrol, seeing, or emotional. These proVb
lems are ihe immediate cause of thepccident. Let's tare
a closer look at the type of alcohol-related accidents
youth have. For eac type of accident, you may want to
filinR about the p em alcohol.coused for the driver.

One-car crashAs high as 60 percent of all acci-
dents are single vehiOle crashes These crashes
involve -running off qlie road or running into
something. Could it be that alcohol affected
judgment, seeing, or carc-ontrol?

-6, SpeedingAbout one-fourth Of all youth alcohol
crashes also involve speeding. The drivers are
going over the speed limit or driving too fast for
conditions. Many of these crashes occur at speeds
in excess of 40 mph. Could it be that alcohol is
influencing emotional control or judgment?
Late nightA large number of youth alcohol
crashes occur after. 10 p.m. Could it be that

.alcohol has influenced night visionacuity, glare
vision, or glare recovery? Cou)d thJ problem be a
combination of alcohol and fatigue?

Passengersyouth 'alcohol crashes often involve
another young person. In over one-half of the
accidents a passenger is along.

Weekend crashesYoung people drink more
often 'on weekends, and are involved in more
weekend crashes. As high. as 70 percent of all

$ their alcohol cranes occur on weekends.
Injury The alcohol-relate4 accident is more
likely to end with injury or death than the non-
drinking accident. Is speeding a factor?

.321 ) 3"/
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Accident Risk e

There is a clear relationship between drinkAp and
driving accidents. You can see from the chart below that
as BAC goes up the gbance of being involved in an acci--
dent increases.' The increased accident risk begins before
drivers are impaired or intoxicated.

bAC andAcciderds

. 00 2 .04 .06 .08 JO .12

Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAO %)
e"

.14 .15

1

At .04% SAC, chances of an accident increase.*

At .06% SAC, Just a hairgbver the legal limit for
-.., impaired driving, chances of an accident douke.

I Pkt .10% SAC, chances of an accident are 6 times
greater.

At ,15% SAC, chances of an accident are ?5 lir
times greater than when sober.*

Information on BAC and accident risk was taken from a
study that included all drivers-young, old, and in be-
tween. Do young people assume more risk when they
drive?

,
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Y%ing Driver Risk

Let's first look at youth accidents and then at youth
alcohol-related crashes.

Youth accidentsYoung dOvers have more acci-
dents than older drivers. About one-fourth of all
drivers are under the age of 25:'But, they'ha'e
over one-third of all accidents. This means that
young drivers have about one and one-half times
more accidents thaii are expected

Youth alcohol crashesNow for alcohol crashes J
.. Young people are involved in twice'as many

; fatal alcohol-related crashes as expected. Young
men live far more than their, share of these

,alcohol crashes.

Lower BAC

For the mast part, young drivers are involved in
crashes with a lower percentage of alcohol in theif blood
than adult drivers.The young driVer's chance of a crash
is much greater witha BAC betwe.en .01 -.09% than other
drivers In one study, over one-half of the young drivers
involved in alcohol- related crashes had a SAC of .02%.
Only 20 percent of the young drivers had a BAC of .10%
or more.

,Why at a loiv BAC? Many people believe it is be-
cause things that are newly learned are influenced
most by alcohol. Just to be an accident free driver is a
job. When'youth drink and drive, they face two new job's
LEARNING TO DRIVE and LEARNING TO DRIVE
AFTER DRINKING.

Youth Standards

Young people are involved in altohol-related crashes
below.the legal standard for impaired, driving. At BACs
of .01-.04%, all drivers are intjUenc?ed by alcohol. Based
on accident records, youndilrivers under the influence
of small amounts of alcohol appear to have more driving
problems than older drivers. Some state legislatures have
irevgnized this problem and have set lower BAC limits
for young drivers. These lower limits are for drivers
under the age of ,18. The lower limit covers the years
when young people are building experience as driers.
The states that are lowering the limits for drinking and
driving are setting impairment,at .04% BAC, and intoxi-
cation at .08% BAC.
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Many. older and more experienced drives are
involved in crashes before, .08% BAC. Many people
would set the limit for intoxication t :08% for
driversyoung and old. You rw'wantlo find out what
the legal himits.are in your state,

Avoiding Drinking and Driving .

There are-good reasons for not driving when you've
had too much 'to drink. Some of the reasons already \
coveredfin this Reeding are:

The risk of-an accident increases as the percent-
age <alcohol in the blood increases.

Young drivers are involved in aceidents with low;
BACs.

Tee legal limit for impaired driving islet-et .05%
BAC. .

The question ishaw can you limit and control drinking'
to keep from driving-when your ability is lessened or
you are legally, impaired? No one knows all the ways,
but hete kre some.

Limit Your 'Drinking

If you drink and then drive, y000wilt need to limit
the amount you drink. How,can you do it? Use the key
factors of weight, time, and amount. Let's makeweight
a little simpler. Think of yourself in cvsieight'class. The
classes are.

Feather 110 pounds and under
Middle , over 110 pounds and up to 170 pounds
Heavy over 170 pounds

.
No,/ that you have a weight class, you can limit the

'number of drinks wh n you halgitto qrive to ke'e from_
rive safe* r. legally. If yo14 cah

class, you should be Stile to^ .

it. Here's lithicrit.wctrks:

ourids and under. Feather is a
nehour,before driving.

drinking too much to
remember your weigh
remember your drink Ii

EATHER-110
-drink person, in

p ,one drink irst hour .

avoid t ee cif more ctripks in any three or four
hourVeriod before driving.

MIDDLEover 110 pounds and up to 170 pounds.'
Middle is a two-drink person, in one hour beforedriving.

4'two drinksfirst hour

3 7,
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'avoid. lode, or more drinks in a four hour period
44.

before driving. =

HEAVyove'r 170 pounds. Heavy's limit is three
/drinks, in one hour! before driving.

three drinksfirst hour,
avoid six or more drinks in a four hour period
befo

NQ matter you weigh, if you use your limit 6p in
one hou-r, need to wait an hour before 'taking
another drink, You can check your limit on the BAC
Chart. if you're between weights on, the-chart, pick the
weight closer to your weig

Use the BAC Char
weight class. If Itou are

check the limit for your
the low end of your weight'

class, you may.have to cut bajc,a little pn-yeur drinking.
A weight class can keep you \from forgetting ytur limit.
But, if you are ever in doubt, rernsigker most young
people, and half of all. peopPe, are-in the Feather or
Middle weight classesthat's a limit of no more than one
or two drirtks in your body when'it's u ,to drive'

These guidelines are based on body eight, time,
and amount of alcohol. Don_'t forget youlte .

' an important fac.tor,..tour limit should be set in terrAs of
your entiffional state, the drinipng situation, and your
physical health.

Contrpt Your Drinking ° e
It is one thing to know your limit,'13uthow dq you

control drinking to stay within the limit?
- Seta Limit in Advance. Because your judgment is

tfp affected by alcohol, you can't expect to be Able to
t when you've had enough. You need to set a.
emit ance. Remember; your body can get rid

abbuf reefburfhs of a s;andard drink in one w
hour. If- yopr !skit istwodririks, in 'two hburs, and
you 'take that third drink, You had better.
ancithes.hour before you drih.
Ay4Pushing impairment. Iry, to Slay below yol.c)
limit. It is harder telstop drinking iyou become
-impaired. ro be impaired Means that your cbntrol
anti ability to make decisions about how to act are
essened. V

Heaiy r

'St tg Your Limit. Don't drink more just because
you n't feel the first few drinks. Alcohol 1s a little
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like a sunburn; when you begin,totel it, it may
already be too late.. . Set Your Own Pace:Don't' drink to *keep-up with
others. Skiff a round 0 drinks. Drop out if you feel

. it getting th you. Say "NO" if You flees, to.

Watch, F.or Signs. Soine people have signs that tell
them when they've had too much. The signs may
include talking lotia4, feeling warm, being overly
relaxed, and feeling a bit tired. The signs may not
always be there, but if they sticiw up, use them.

Use, Time. There is drinking time and there is non-,
drinking time Give your boll/ Arne to get rid of the

x alcohol. The body can, reduce BAC by about .015%
r eildh 4ourthat" 4-fciurths of a standard drink.

if you know C *lemih yOu can subtract
1 .015% each holb. be bet to Keep it simple

by allowing one hi' or 180 drinleto leave your
body or drinking no more than one drink an hour.
Know Yotir ConOition. Take yourself into account.
Limit your drinking in terms of your emotions, the

N: Situation, and your physical health.

4.

WHET YOU CAN DO ON-YOUR%-WN
You should be abbe tediimit your

and
when

driving will be hecessarY.ilLit's check and see if you
ban set a *flit io keep .from being affected and impaired
by alcohol.

1.

4
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Drinking Before Driving

You are, drinking with.a group of 'friends. They are Feather (110 pounds and
under), Middle (over 110 pounds and up to 170 pounds,), and Heavy (over 170
pounds). To check yourself, refer to the answers 'at the end of the Self-Test

1, You each had three drinks in two hours. Who can avoid impaired driving
, (.05% BAC)?

Feather

Middle

Heavy

2., you' are with the same group. each had four drinks in four hours. Who can
avoid impaired driving 1.05% BAC) 2

Feather _

Middle

Heavy.

This time your group each had five drinks in fOur
paired driving (.05% Blk?

Feather

Middle\
Heavy

4. Your group planned on having a.couple of drinks. No one was in a hurry:
Everyone hung around for four hours. Some drank more than planned. feather
had three 'drinks. Middle had five'drinks. Heavy had seven drinks. Who can

'avoid impaired driving (.05% BAC)
Feather

'Middle
Heavy

5. Use your own weight.irou4want todose timenondnnking time so that you
' can drive with a BAC of .00%. You did the'drinking in one hour. You can use

the*BAC Chart. Keep in m d that BAC drops .015% or three-fourths of a
drink in one hour: Forth icfollowing numbers of drinks, how many hours (can
be fractions of an hour) must you wait for your BAC to be .00V

One drink? hours

boy f s. Who can avoid im-

I

Two drinks?
N.

hours

Three drinks? hours

Four drinks? , hours

Five drinks? hours

Six drinks? hours
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6. - Suppose you i limit is ;et at a BAC of .02%. You drank for one hour. For thp
following numbers of drinks how many hours (can be fractions of an hour),)*
must you wait for your BAC to be .02%?

Two drinks? hours

Three drinks? hours

Four drinks? hours

Five drinks? hours

Six drinks? hours

1

Answers To Self-Test
4

4 ens 17, C/ chi N-.) 0
e/LL 9 eta, eta Z e/t
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®,

Question 6

80 pound Hours 4 51/3 82/3 12 151/2

100 pounds Hours 22/3 42/3 1/3 .10 122/3

10 pounds Hours 11/3 4 8 10

140 pounds Hours 11/3 22/3 2/3 62/3 82/3

160 poundg Flburs Zia 2 51/3 71/3

180 pounds Hours 2/3 11/3, 31/ 42/3 6
200 pounds Hours 0 11/3 22/3 4 42/3

. ,

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR CLASS
Read Decision Point. It is about young people in

drinking and driving situattans. In class, you will make
decisions for the characterffo reduce the risk of drink-
ing and driving.

, 4!)
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Decision Point

Situation 1 I

Merle played poker with the guys every Saturdarvnight from 8-12 p.m. They
had set midnight as,the quitting time so that the guys losing money wouldn't want
to play all night to get even. Merle stopped to see his girlfriend before heading for
the game. She was tired of his playing poker every Saturday night and told him he
had better be back by 10 p.m. to spend some time with her. She added that he had
better not be drunk. Merle asked if that meant he couldn't drink, because the guys
always drank a lot of beer at the poker game. She said drinking was okay, but
getting drunk was not.

Merle spent his firs't hour worrying about telling the guys he had to leave early.
He had three drinks between 9 and 10 p.m. because he wanted to drink what he
had paid for before he left. It is 10 p.m. What should Merle do? What could he have
dome?

Situation 2 -

Annie had been home all week with a cold. She went to school Friday so she
could go to a party *at night. She was known around school as BigAnnie. She was
a mighty hefty wqman, and at parties was called "Six -Pack. Annie.:'

Annie grabbed her coat and, as.usual, her six-pack and headed out to the-car.
.0n-her way to the party, sbe realized she was still feeling pretty weak.

Annie and her six-pack always got a big laugh at parties. Somebody always
made sure she finished it. Annie kept feeling worse and worse. As the party started]
to break-up, she felt nauseated. ,,

As she'ritcked up her coat to leave, Joe pointed out that Annie had drunk only
four beers. What showirle do? Whaushould she.have done?

Situation 3

Sally's parents had told her she couldn't go to Sam's party Saturday because
there would be drinking. But they changed,their minds at 10 p.m. that night and
said she could go if she was home by midnight. She knew she had better be home
on time because this was the first time she had been allowed to go to a drinking
party and on top-of itshe was taking the car.

When Sally got to the party, she decided to -catch up. She had just finished
her third screwdriver when Sam said, "Hey, your glass is empty, let me get you
another drink." Sally glanced at her watch and npliaed it was)1 p.m. What should
Seth,/ do? Wharshould she have done?

Situation 4

Sarah-rode with Judy to the party.They agreed to leave in three 'hours.
Judy knew she could have three drinks.in three hours. Becausg she wanted to

get high, she drank all three right away.
Sarah came to her an hout later, very upset, and wanted to leave immediately.

Judy knew she should wait another hour. Sarah started to walk out the door to
the car. pat should Judy do?
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5
DRIVING
AFTER
DRINKING

Reading Four, discussed drinking before 'driving.
But, what if you slip and drink too much? What are the
risks? What are the laws covering Driving While Intoxi-
cated (DWI? What are your alternatives to drinking and
driving?

DWI Risks

There are different kinds of risks for DWI. If you
take a risk, you,should know what could happen.

Risk Of An Accident. You already know that your
safety and the safety of others is at stake if you
drink and drive. By .04% BAC, you have increased
the risk in driving. By the time you reach .10%
BAC, legally DWI in most states, your chances of an
accident are at least six times greater than when
sober.

Risk Of An Arrest. Police officers realize the serious
problem of drinking and driving. Police enforce-e
men/ practices have changed greatly. Considerable
effort is being made to keep drunk drivers off the
road. Arrests for/DWt have doubled during the past
five years. Thecdrinkmkg driver is being treated as a
major highway Wety piU4em, There art:

More severe penalties for DWI

Special classes for drinking drivers

Medical treatment programs fo'r problem drink-
ing drivers

Special federal, state, and local programs to deal
with problems of drinkers and_of drinking drivers.

Risk Of Inconvenience. Driving a car makes things
convenient. If you lose your license due to DWI,

vactivities that were possible may be out of yox.--_
reach. Even if you don't lose your license, there'are
other ways you may be inconvenienced. For exam-
ple, you may be grounded for drinking and driving.
You may not be able to use the family car.

_ Legal Limits
11. All states have set legal limits for Driving Whig

Intoxicated, The upper limit in most states is set 'et

4
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.10% BAC. Somp states have lower DWI limits for youth.
The limit is ,1441 ger for young drivers because youth are
involved in ma ili alcohol-related accidents before reach-
ing .05% AC. The laws covbring drinking and driving
differ som hat fpm one state to another. If you are
stopped for g and driving, the 1 of the state in
which you are stopped will apply. l re are, some legal
definitions of Driving While Intoxitated that apply in
most states.

or,

DWI Limits

BAC lir Law
, .05% or less Alcohol copcentraticei in the

.08-.09%

.10% or more

body, of five one-hundredths
of one peiunt or less, is pre-
sumptive iidence of not
being under the influence of
alcohol.

With an alcohol concentra-
tion between six and nine
one-hundredths of one per-
cent, there is no presumption
either way, but BAC will be
considered along with other
evidence.

Alcohol Concentration in the
body of ten one-hundredths
of one percent or more, is
prima facie evidence of being
under the influence of alCo
hol.

What It Wins
Your driving ability may be
less, but the amount of alco-
hol ill and of itself doesn't
provide cause for a DWI con-
viction.

If the way you drive' shows
that you are impaired by
alcohol, you can be convicted
of DWI. At this BAC level, if
you're not convicted of DWI,
you *way be conIicted of a

.lesser violation such as speed-
ing.

This means, based, on the
amount of alcohol atone, you
are drunk. You can be con-
victed of DWI on this alone.

How Do They Know?

A person stopped for DWI may insisitlitt he or she
isn't drunk. "But officer, I only had one drink." Many
years ago this might have worked. Things are different
now. Chemical tests are used to determine the percent
age of alcohol in the blood.
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Arrest/Chemical Test

Driving After Drinking .

What Test?

There are three general types of chemical test. BY
takirig a sample of 'loud, breath, or urine and analyzing",
it, the amount of aldohol in the body can be measarsid.
The test result is expressed as a Blood Alcohol Cbncen
tration percentage. Test results are accepted in court as
legal evidence, The breath test is the least complicated
and most often used test to determine a 'driver's BAC.
The breath test has several advantages.lt is accurate, can
be administered quickly, and is simple to use.

Tests for BAC protect the innocent. A driver
stopped for DWI may need medical attention.. If the
chemical test shows the driver the driver can
get medical help.

If you:re not DWI, the chemical test helps you
prove you're not. If you are DWI, the chemical test helps
you and others by taking you off the road.

No Testor Me
Peopld convicted of DWI on the basis of a chemical

test etimes blame ,the test. They decide that next
tim ill refuse to take the test. Can they. refuse?
Yes, they can refuse. However, it is not a good idea.
According to the "implied consent lawl in most states,
you consent to take a chemical test when you apply for
a license or when you drive on public roads. If you
refuse to take the test, your license may be suspended,
even if you are not later convicted of DWI.

And, if you -are convicted, one penalty can be
tacked onto the other. You could be without your
license for a much longer tinge.

Penalties

You may figure that as long as you can walk, talk,
dance, and drive as well as the next person, you can
forget about DWI laws. If you do, you couldn't be more
wrong. The number of arrests for DWI are increasing.
More penalties are being handed out: If you are con.

,victed of DWI, several things can happen.

You can have yotkr driving priVilege suspended.
This means you lose your license for a period
of time.
You can hava4Lour license revoked. This means
your license is tlten away. You have to wait for
a specified period of time and thenieapply for a
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license. When your time period is up; you have to
take all the licensing tests again.

You can be given a jail sentence.

You can end up wit p a stiff fine.

You can be sent to a special school for drinking
drivers. This school is often called a DWI school.

All of these penalties won't be applied atone time.
Bth, any one or a combination could be your penalty
If you are convicted a second time for DWI, the penalty
is likely to be much stiffer. Your license will most likely,
be revoked and you could end up with an automatic
jail sentence.

Some people think the penalties are too harsh. They
say, "After all,,I've never had an accident after drinking."
But, then again, neitber didmost of the drinking drivers
involved in alcohol-related accidents that led to.22,000
people being killed last year. The point is, tie risk of an
accident is too high and loss from accidents is too great
to allow drinking drivers on the road:, -
Alternatives tp Drinking and Driving

If yoy,i.411114( and also drive, the best alternative is to
separate drinking from driving. One way of doirig this is
to allow time for your BAC to decrease until you're not
under the influence of alcohol Of course, while you're
waiting, you have to stop drinking. Here are some other
ways of keeping the two apart.

Drink At 'Home.' The best way to avoid having to drive
home is by .never leaving in the first place But, if you
drinkeet home, stay there. Don't decide later on that
it is a good idea for everyone to go out.

.Carpool. Get a group to ride to the party together. Let
the sober person drive hOme. Sometimes girls avoid
driving even if it means they have to ride with a drunk
guy Don't let this happen. If a girl is Sober, let her take
the wheel. No matter who it is, let your sober friend
rive You may be a better driver than yotir friend when

you are sober, but the odds are that you aren't when
you are drunk.

invite Nondrinkers. Don't exclude your friends because
they don't drink. Invite some nondrinkers to the party.
They can help you prevent drinking and driving.
Plan Overnights. If you are going to drink at someone's
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home, make it an overnight party. Then, there's no need
to drive. It also gives you time to get the alcohol out of
your system.

Call A Friend. If you drink too much to drive, give a
friend a call. Your friend may be willing to give you a
ride or come over and drive your car. Don't call too
often or your friend may get tired of it. I

Hitch A Ride. If you find you've had too much to drink,
leave your car. Ride with a sober friend. You can pick
up your car later.

Stay Put. Stay where you are until you sober up. It may
only be a covple of hours. If it take's much longer, con-
sider staying overnight.

Call Home. Call home and tell your parents you'll be
late. If necessary, ask them to pick you up. It may be
hard to do, but it'-kbetter than the risk of drinking and
driving. s

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR CLASS
Put yourself in the place of drinkers and drivers

involVed in the drinking and driving situations. After
reading each situation, answer the questions at the end.
Therecan be more than one answer. Some answers are
better than others.

...

/

a
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1.

Drinking and Driving

Situation 1 .-
r

You're drinking at a friend's home. One drink leads to another and fore you
know it, everyone has finished a six-pack. Thegroup decides to ore to drink.
On the way to the liquor store, you run aced lightyou a pollee car in your

1rearview mirror.

1. What will the officer do?
2. What could be more serious than getting stopped?

Situation 2 .
You drink too much while partying at a friend's house In fact, you feel sick.

To make matters worse you promised to be home with the car by 9 p.m. It is

already 9:30 p.m. To top it off, your parents said not to drink.

1. Wnat are your alternatives to driving?

-2. What is the best alternative?

3. Which alternative would be most difficult for you to carry dut?

Situation,3 \\

You have had a few beers with friends. you feel kr eat' But, you've got the
family car to worry about. You don't want to run the \r'slt_s_ofbeing grou4ed.

You decide to go home. You are 6 little concerned, however, because you'll
be driving alone. And, the trip inclvies a ten mile stretch of freeway.

You're driving down the freeway when alt of a sudden you hear a siren. A
police car is signalling you to pull over. A quick look at the speedometer tells you
that you were going nearly 65 mph. . .-

1. What risks did you take when you decided to drive home?

2. How could you have reduced the risks involved?

.,
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DRUGS
AND
DRIVING

The terra "drug user" could apply to any person.
Most people are multiple drug users. Some of the drugs
that are frequently used and often combined are alcohol,
barbiturates, and amphetamines. People consume drugs
such as caffeine in coffee and nicotine in tobacco with-
out thinking about the fact that they are consuming
drugs. A drug is any substance prescribed by a doctor or
taken by a person in hopes of achieving a better physical
or mental state. Drug use means taking any drug, in any
amount, under any conditionLlegal or illegal.

When using drugs, you shbuleconsider the risk and
effect of thedrug. You should keep the level of risk low
and avoid-taking drugs that terfere with what,you have
to do. It is also good to re ember that in addition to
their purpose, drugs have si effects. To-complicate
matters, drugs can produce ferent effects in different
people, and result in different effects for the same
person from time to time.

Drug Source 14,

There are numerous drugs. available. They can be
classified by content, effect, or source. We are con-
cerned primarily with the soui.ce of drugs and the effects
they may have when used.

Prescription Drugs

Directions for drug use are part of the prescription.
These directions must be followed exactly, not only to
accomplish the drug's purpose, but also to limit danger-
ous and undesirable side effects.

If prescription drugs are used in excess they can be
harmful. Depyiding on the drug, your ability to stay
alert and recdbraize and react to dangerous driving situa-
tions can be affected.

Nonprescription Drugs

Nonprescription or b'Ver-the-cpunter drugs include
lozenges, -syrups, and cough and cold remedies. By law,
these drugs must provide "adequate directions for.use.'
Before taking any drug; read the label carefully to see if
driving .is discouraged.
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Illegal Drugs

Illegal drugs or street drugs are sold without a pre-
scription, One obvious danger in buywkstreet drugs.is
not knowing their content. Often, even the pushers
don't know the content, nor can they be trusted to
report it correctly or honestly. People have even our-

'chased nondrug substances thinking they were buying
drugs. With street drugs, the buyer also funs the k of ,

having one drug substituted for another without n w- ,
ing it.

Drug Effects

. In general, drugs produce, two' effects: (1) wanted
effects, and (2) unwanted effects Which are referred to
as "side effects." Most drugs act on the central neilous
system. Their effects speed it up or slow it down. Stimu-
lents speed up the system. Depressants slow it down.
Another drug family, hallucinogens, affect the way the
drug user sees things. Some hallucinogens also produce
an effect similar to stimulants and depressants. Stimu-
lants and depressants can also affect the user in a way
similar to hallucinogens.

Let's take a look at some driugs, and the variety aft
type Of effects they can produce

Amphetamines speed up the ,Central nervous system.
Fatigued people use amphetamines so they can "keep on
going." A person taking amphetamines may feel more
altrt andiself-confident. When t effect wear off, the
user may be very tired and depr d.

Cocaine is a stimulant: In small ores, the user perceives
joy, delight,' and happiness. Mo erate doses may pro-,
duce violent stimulation and hallu oration.

Tranquilizers are depressants. hey - are commonly
referred to as "downers." As their name indicates, they
_slow down the central nervous They are used

ryby people With nervous and emo onal problems. Tran-
guiliiers cause drowsiness, especia'ly when they are first
taken. People who use tranquilizers often combine them

yyith alcohol. The result is adding a downer to a downer.,
The combination of alcohol and other downers can stop
the heart, reduce blood pressure, end stop ihesupply of
oxygen to the brain. .

Barbiturates have an effect on theibody that is similar to
alcohol. Both slow down the central nervous system
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Some people use barbiturates to calm nervousness. When r.
the effects frOm barbiturates wear off, depression often
follows.;Barbitorates,*if combined with alcohol, can also
cause marked depression.

Marijuana is a mild.hallucinogen. The effects of mari-
juana vary widely. It can act as a stimulant or depres-
sant. The effect depends on the user's mood and experi- .,
ence with the drug, The strength of marijuana also seems

make a difference. Some "pot" may produce no
fect whatever while a small amount of strong' mari-
na may result io marked effect. Often the use ofwtarijuana results in drowsiness. Pe le aking marijuana

sport problems in judging time a space. Also, some
- users report that they-concentrate on one object at ta

time, ignoringther objects around them.
LSD is also a inlucinogen. While primarily a&ectiog the ,

central nery,ous system, it also changes mood and be-
rd!laVior. Thifects of LSD and other hallucinogens

STP, peyoteZate similar to,,but more extreme than
marijuana.

., . .
Hard Drugs, such as morphine, Opium, and heroin are
narcotics. .They depress the central nervous system.

2 'Narcotics produce aWitie range okunwanted.side effeets:,,
The user can betomajincoherent, dizzy, and experience
nausea and vomiting. Their use can lead to bdth physical

' and mental drug dependence: When the supply is cut off,
' serious .auci painful vSidrawal symptoms usually 'de-

velop. \
* .Combining Drugs A .

What are the effects frail taking two or moredrugs
at the same time? The-effect of combining-drugs can
eqbal more than d "we-plus-ape effect. the mix can
increase the risk,from drug use and can result in unex-
pected effacts.,The greater than "oche- plus -one" effect is

-., known as a sYnergistic effect. This means the total
effect is greater thanthe sum of the two effects sepa-
rately. Synergism is not, a rare occurrence. As beer and a
downer may produce a synergistic effect. Any time you
combine another drug with alcdhol, it may occur. ,

. Drugs and Driving ..
. -

The problem that alcohol Causes for drivers is
..,e : , .clearly defined. The problem caused by other drugs for

I '-' drivers, however,.is less clear. ,
____L----. I.. ,. .1 r0 .) .53
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Numberof Drugs. There are many different-kinds of
drugs. Thfvarlous *drugs affect people. differently and
some druOiffiay result indifferent effects at different.
ti,,rnes.. Because there are so many drugs, the job of
establishing which drugs affect, driver safety is very
complex.
Test Eor Drugs. There. isn't a ,test such as the alcohol
breath test for measuring drug use at the accident scene.
It is, of course, 1pis difficult to detect the presence Hof
drugs in the bodtg-sa,fatal accident victims. A test'for
measuring tnarijuanaits probably needed most since mari-
juana is often used and is second only_ to alcohol as the
drug most often found in the bodies SI accident victims.

Study Of Drugs. The alcohol and driving safety probrem
has been studied for several years, Vhe study of ofher
drugs and driver safety has occurred only recently. How-
t4er,. there (t some evidiarice which indicates that drug
use tends to incline driver risk. The study o drugs and
driving indicates that:

At least one out of seven fatally injure &Ills
had some sort of drug in their system at time
of the accident.
About one-half of the fatal crash victims who ase
found t2 have drugs in their systems also have a
blpod alcohol concentration high enough to
impair their driving ability.
Young:drokr alcohol-related crashes are more
likely to frivol* pother drug than non - alcohol
crashes.

Young drivers are more likely to use drugs than
older drivers. Aft

Driver Skill*,
To see te potential effect of drugs on driving, it is

necessary to look at the skills needed to drive. Let's re-

view what it takes to be a driver:
JUdgmentAbility to think clearly a nd make quick de-
cisions. In driving, judgment of time, space, and distanle
issequired. '

,PerceptionAbility to see clearly and pick up objects to
the side.
Emotional Contr4-Avoiding being upset and taking
risks while drivirir
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AlertnessBeing ready to react to changing driving con-
ditions.

q

ConcentrationKeeping yder mind on driving and pay-
ing attention to the most important parts of the driving
picture.

CoordinationBeing able to keep eyes, hands, and feet
wprking-t9gef1'ier to t the car where you want it.
Reaction Time Abi ity to react quickly to control the
car.

Drug Effects On Drivi

Most of theme
major skills requir
types, how they re
they affect:

I
cifugs affect at least one of the
drwing. Here "are4orne drug

to driving, and the driver skills

AmphetaminesGive the driver a false feeling of
alertness and often increase self-confidence. The
feeling of self-confidence has been found to in-
crease a person's willingness to take risk. People
using amphetamines may feel extremely confi-
dent at a time when their skill to do a job is
lessened. Some drivers try to stretch out their
driving hours by using amphetamines. This can
be dangerous because amphetamines keep drivers
from knowing how tired they are. Tired drivers
have driving problems. An attempt to mask
fatigue with ameetamines can cause additional
propels.
TranquilizersCan cause a driver to become
sleepy nd less alert. They can affect seeing,
c ination, anArivei reaction time.

,, arbiturarsCan make thinking difficult, affect
emotions, end cause 'drowsiness. The skills
important to safe drivingalertness, ntion,
judgment_ and reaction time may be ed

for several hours after taking barbiturates. ,
MARIJUANA AND DRIVING

Among young People, alcohol and marijuana are thej
most wi *ly used drugs. Because malljuana use is so
widespread, if it even causes a smell loss in driver skill, it
could be a major threat to highway safety. Marijuana

affects mood, vision, reaction time, and abifity to judge
' time. experiended users of marijuana appear to be able
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to handle the effects better than the new smoker. Its
effect on driving skills may be greater for new users and
new divers than for those individuals who are experi-
enced in either or both activities. '

Interviews with marijuana users give some idea of
how people feel marijuana affects their driving: In
study of incoming college freshmen about one-h

'cited they used marijuana. The students reported
the e of .marijuana on driving is hazardous. They
indicated that their attention, vision, and perception of
time were altered. In a survey, chronic marijuana users,
infrequent users, and former users reported how mari-
juana affected them. All indicated that marijuana down-
graded their ability to judge time and slowed their
reaction time. Chronic users,' however, indicated that
they were less affected than the other users. In the same
study, 65, percent of the infrequent and former users
reported that marijuana downgraded their ability to6
keep a car under control. Eighteen percent of the
chronic Users reported the same prdblem. Three-fourths
of the infrequent and forr'ner users, and 48 percent of
the chronic usersfelt that their ability to respond to an
emergency situation was impaited.

'Accident data on driving and marijuana use at this
time are inconcluiive. However, it is apparent that those
who use marijuana, based on their own report, feel that
marijuana affects their ability to drive.

About Drug Use

One of every four Americans take some kind of
drug every day. The stay-awake, go-to-sleep, lose Weight,
calm down, ;top-sneezing pills are produced and used by
the ton Our yearly productionoof barbiturates alone
could supply more than 10 doses for every man, woman,
and child in the United States. Seventy percent of our
drug use stems from over-the-counter purchases. It is in
everyone's best interest to give considerable thooht to
the number and kinds of drugs .used. Here are some
things to keep in mind

Avoid Euessive Drug Use. Don't take drugs when you
don't haa to. Make sure the reason for taking -drugs is
for medical purposes.

Avoid Illegal Drugs. Avoid illegal drugs and, if possible,
other drugs that affect the skills critical for safe driving.

1Ir
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Drugs and Driving -

Read The 'Label. Tf you are taking over-the-counter or
'jonprescription medicine, read the label carefully before
you buy-or use it.

41sk Your Doctor. Make sure the doctor tells you if the
drug will affect your driving ability. If the information
isn't volunteered, ask. Safe driving is yOur concern.

Avoid Taking Other People's Drills. Drugs are prescribed
under a certain set of conditions. If they are not pre-
scribed for you, don't take them.
Be Cautious. Wben a new "super drug" is advertised on
the market, be super critical.

Drugs need to be used intelligently. In many cases/
,.they should be avoided entirely when driving is neces-
sary. The driver must be concerned about what drugs do
to mental alertness, judgment, vision, concentration, and
coordination.
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Drinking is a personal matter. Whether people
drink, or flow much they drink, is their decision. This
does not mean that people by themselves make all
decisions Gout drinking. They'are often influenced by
others. For exa'mple, a person who doesn't ordinarily
drink may be ,talked into taking one. Or, a person
who has had too much may be pervaded to slow
down.

You have been, provided informalIp you
make responsible decisions about, your drinking. A
responsible decision. is one that it based upon' a 'full
knowledge of the possible effects of alcohol. The pur-
pose of this Reading is to help you be responsible in
your relationship with others who drink. Responsi-
bility toward others is' also based upon knoWledge; this
time' uPon a knowledge of the possible effeCt you can
have upon the drinking of others. You can exercise your
responsibility by

Not encouraging drinkingNot influencing others
to drink or to drink too much. 1

Controlling drinkingUsing ',your influence to
prevent oth4s from drinkincrtbo muoh.
Taking care of others' irig your influence to
protect someone who is oxicated.

NOT ENCOURAGING DRINKING

Nofinany_people deliberately, try to get someone
else drunk. However, people often influence how much
other people drink without realizinvt.4f you have ever
handed a drink to someone you" know doesn't drink,
bragged about how much liquor y4ou can hold, or taken
part in' a drinking game, yipu may babe influenced the

.drinking.of others. Let's tafire a closer look at'each of the
ways we may influence others,

Pushing Drinks

If' you've ever offered a drink to someone when you
know they don't drink or don't want the drink, you are
actually "pushing" alcohol. It's true, the other person
doesn't have to take it. But, if you've'already opened the
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beer or mixed the drink, they, may be hesitant to it7m it
down. Many things people say come across at pushing
drinks. Have you ever said:

"Just one more and then we'll

"It's real weak, practically nothing in it."
"If it's a little sung, let the i& Melt."

It is hard to say' where being sociable 41pies off and
being a pusher begins. Before you offer someone a drink,
yo6 should give some thought to why you're offering
and why they might accept.
Why Am I Offering? Are you-offering someorTe a drink

. because i* makes you feel more comfortable? Are you
offering someone' a drink jutt because you're' ready for
another? Does it make you feel better to see your friends

. "loosen up'' a little? If you are offering some-o7rn drink
partly for your, own sake, you are a pusher.

How Much Do They Drink? Do you know how'alcohol
affects &them? Do you know how much they drank be-
fore you got together? Do you know what other ;hangs
they hbye..jaken, such as medicine or drugs? If you
encourage drinking ;110.ut knowing its possible effects,

you are a pUsher.
Wby Do They Accept? Do they really want a drink? Or,
do _they have a reputation that they feel they must live
up to? Are they accepting- just because they think the
are expected to? If people are accepting drinks for th*
reasons, then by drinking with 'hem, you are a pusher.

Creating Expectations
If you brag about how much you can hold, you ffy

be giving others the idea that drinking a lot is expected

of them. To know whether you are encouraging others
to think drinking is expected, take a rook'at the drinking
situation you're in., Ask yourself the .questions that
follow.
Who Is Going To Be There? Will everyone there feel that
they have to drink? Or, are there enough nondrinkers to
make it clear that drinking isn't.expected?
Are There Big RepUtations To Keep? Is there someone
who has the reputation of being able to hold a lot-a\ reputation he will feel he has to live up tp?, Expectations
are created justeby the people who attend a party.

What's Being Served? Is there a lot of 'booze in sight,
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suggesting that heavy drinking is expected? Are there
enough soft drinks to make people feel they can driftk
what the want,and be accepted? What is served influ-
ences expectations.

What s Going On? Are activities pointed toward drink-
ing? For instance, is a bottle being passtirtiround? Are
there other activities for people at the party to. get
involved in?

Competition

If you have organized or taken :part in drinking
games, you are encouraging others to drinic- to excess.
The objective of most -drinking games is to get people to
drink more and at a faster rate tan they ordinarily
would. In other words, drinking genies violate the rules
of amount and time that are necessy to control drink-
ing.

MOst drinking games are rigged so that.the drunk
get drunker. Some games continue till some

t. a you will see later, passing out an bi very
rows. -

rol Over Drinking
_

A friend of yours who is taking college entrance
exams in the morning is starting to grrbombed. What
would you do?

Leave him alone.

Suggest he slow down.

Suggest you've bosh had enough.

Cut off hiesupply. -
In a national survey.pf wagers, 36 percent said
wthey ould try to do somethWto limit tale drinking of

someone whoinas had too much. While 36 percent may
seem low, ifis an encouraging ikon. After all,it4isn"t
easy to control the drinking of other people.

. You can influence h'ow much people drink whether
you 'are giving or attending a party or just sitting
around with a few friends. As either hostor guest, 'there
re ways to help control the drinking of others. Trying,
to control the drinking of otherrois not, howeVer,,goIng
to ielp you win a popularity contest. People sometienes
forget that taking care of a drunk spoils the fUn for
everyone. You can expect resistance from- anyone you
are trying to cut off. In -most cases, they probably don't
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realize they ha%le had too much. Zven if they do realize

it, they will probably want to continue drinking. They

are likely to view being cut off as a put-down. Others in
the grouirmay also complain. You may be accused of

being a drag or of trying to "kill the fun." You've got to
be prepared to handle this resistance.

,Oecide In Advance. If you are going to try to control
the drinking. of others, you must decide in advance that:

You have a resporibility topifievent your friends
from drinking to excess.
You are willing to brave the resistance of the
excessive dr,inker, or others in the group, in'pre-

venting further drinking.
In making these decisions, it may htlp you to realize

that people who drink excessively rarely remember .41 k-.
much the next day. Those who do are likely` to thank

....

you-for sparing thin a hangover.

es

1

Get Help. Before the party starts, try to getla few friends
to help control drinking. They can

Keep other friends from drinking too much.

Assist in cutting off people who have had too
much
Help if somebody tries to drink after being cut
off.

. Take charge of serving drinks to prevent others

from drinking too much. w

Set A Limit To control the drinking of others, set a
limit in advance on the nukber of

ry

d h ks that arcyone
can be served. If you know that a part ular person is

sensitive to alcohol or might cause problems, set a lower

limit for him. 4 0
Know the Signs. Remembilte of the first things
affected by alcohol is judgment, inclyding the ability to'
judge the effect ,alcohol is having. People who have had

toy, much geherally don't recognize it. Or, if they do,
they aren't likely to admit it. Therefore, it is important
for you to be able to recognize the signs. Here,are some

of them' .---____,,,

LOud talking or slurred speech
Dropping things or spilling drinks '11

Walking unsteadily, using hands for support

Perspiring, turning pale or red in the face. '
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Any behawor that is unusual for the person is a possible
sign. For'example, if a normally loud perton,.becomes
quiet, it is a possible sign of excessive drinking.

Preventing Overdrinking

A preventive measure may be more useful than
trying.to influence how Much- your frieids are drinking'
when they don't want to stop.

Control the Supply. Don't have a lot of alcoho'1 sitting
around. Putting the supply ert all at' once tencg to
encourage people to drink eves thing and makes it' hard
to keep track of how much is consumed, Set/out a
linlited amount of the things people drink,

Stanger(' Amounts: Help' people keep track of how
much they drink,'Providea shot glass (1 S, ounces) to
measure out standard amounts of liquor, Have. small,
5 (mace glasses for wine. This helps everyone keep track
of the number of drinks consumed. Whoever is serving is
More likely to control the supply of liquor,
Space Drinks, If you serve someone a drink, try to space
drinks out to keep consumption down.

Don't encourage others to take a drink. Skip
people who are on their way to drinking too
mud). .

Dorrt serve a drink to someont who already has
one. They may try to "finish it off" and end up
drinking too rapidly. Or, they may setit down
and someone else may finish it off. Cut off any-
ohe who has had too much.

Don't Pass the Bottle. Allowing the bottle to be passed
around endburages excessive drinking. In order to get
"their share," people feel obliged to take a swig each
time the bottle is passed.

Do SomethiRg Else. Get yowr friends invoWed in activities.,
besides drinking. Dancing, games (except drinking
games)anything that 'will force, people to set their
drinks clown. As long as there is a drink in their hand,
it is hard to avoid sipping it,

Taking ,CRT, of Others

No matter -how much you try to discourage or con-
trol drinking, there is always the chance that someone
will drink too much and-become intoxicated. That's ,

when people need your help the most. Teenagers genet:-
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ally report that they will turn to their friends for help
before turning to their parents or other adults. The kind
of help needed depends on how intoxicated an individual
is. However, keep this in mind. People who are intoxi-
cated shoOld not be left to make decisions on their own.

Intoxication
In legal terms, intoxication means a BAC of .10% or

more. For a 120pound person, this is about three drinks
in the system. The more common signs of intoxication
will be very pronounced. Peorirec-hv o are intoxicated are
not capable of makin sound decisions. They need tot*
prevented from further drinking and should be watched
until they sober up.

Severe.intoxication
Severe intoxication means that a person has a BAC

sbetween .10-.J5%. The f011owingare affected when an
individual is severely intoxicated

SpeechTheir words ere hard'to understand and
their sentences don't make much sense.

BalanceThey stagger and bump into things.
Coor.dinationThey have trouble doing simple

gs Re

small object.
People who are severely intoxicated should. nbt be left
alone They should be prevented from any further drink.
ingf They should not be allowed to leave unless someone
is along to care for them.

PASSING OUT- ..,
->,

Somewhere between .15% and .30% BAC, the
intoxicated individual may lose consciousness and
"pass out." The -individual who has passed out is in a
d'oma. Everything exwpt the automatic processes such
as breathing and heartbeat are paralyzed. The individual

' will remain in a coma until the body burns enough
alcohol so that the nerve centers controlling'conscibus-
ness can work again. _ - .

-,lit is often hard to ketermine whether individuals
have [Sassed out or are si6ipiy steeping it off. One way
to tell is to try to arouse'them. If they respondspeak or
try to resistthey are probably just asleep. Later on, you
should check again just to bq sure they don't go into a
coma from the alcohql alrea.dy intheir stomach.

1U
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If a person' cannot. be aroused, there, is a good.
. chance he is in a coma. Few realize that a drinker in a
coma is near death. One of the following may happen:

The individual might vomit and then choke to
death.

The individual may have unabsorbed arCohol in
the stomach. Absorption wifi continue causing
the individual's BAC to increase. If BAC reaches
about .50%, breathing is likely to stop. .

MEDICAL ATTENTION .

A drinker who has gone into a coma needs medical
attention. The same is true of a persorl who shows other
unusual physical symptoms such as turning pale, very
red, or breathing irregularly. Get help or take him to the
nearest emergency room. If you have to move the indi-
vidual, make sure you have one or two others .along to
restrain him if he beComes very active or violent.

Taking care of tbe intoxicated can ba quite a hassle.
ll's easier and a lot safer to influence the drinking of
others so they do not become intoxicated.

. WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR CLASS
Read The Drinking Scene before class. In class,

will discuskhow to prevent odors frpm becoming intox
cated and how to help intoxicated people.

."

i
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The Drinking Scene

Scene 1

It was-a party that everyone deserved: There was plenty of beer anitother
drinks. As usual, Sarah was drinking diet soda. Molly, who would drink for any
reason, offered Sarah a beer. "Get with it. Have a beer! It's not every day that we
get together!" "You're right," agreed Sarah with a smile. "I'm going all out. Would
you believe this is my second soda?" "Then it's time for a beer," prompted Molly.
"Can't think of a better time to start." "No- thanks," "-Laid Sarah, "I'd sooner eat.

"And besides, I'm saving my.sharebf beer for Alice." Molly glanced at Alice and
noticed a beer'in each pf her hands. he smiled and said, "At least she drinks her
share.'

Scene 2

Like Alice, David was well on the way to getting drunk. Gulping down can after
can, he would continue until he passed out. Usually someone would take him
home. In fact, he expected it., -

Alice never passed out. She just became belligerent and wantecrto argue or
fight. And usually without good cause. This party was no exception. The trouble
started when David staggered into Alice and spilled her drink. Alice became, furious.
Sarah, Judy, and James were munching bn snacks when Alice threw her beer can.
At the same time, David became sick. Everyone scattered. Ja s shuttled the kick-
ing and screaming Alice out of the room. .

icene 3
Upon returning, Judy, choosing her words carefully, said, "Since I rarely drink.,

rand then only on special occasions, I am going to proclaim tonight a special occa-.
siort." Both Wanda and Howard Were in the group which gathered around Judy. The
more they sang, told jokes, and drank, the more comfortable Judy felt. Other than
Molly, who was too busy talking, everyone was enjoying each other's company.
Howard, who would, not dr for any reason, nudged Wanda to find out if any-
body-noticed that lie wasn't dri king.

Scene 4

A hush felt over the room when James and Alice returned. James broke the
Icing moment of silence by exclaiming, "Everything 's fine." Alice, with a sheepish'
grin, explained, "My head's bkk on straight. No more fighting ... tonight. Besides,
drinking is more fun."

Closing

In a few moments, everything was back to normal. Many was trying to he the
"life of the party.'9David was sleepingit off. Alice was chugging down "her share."
Sarah and Judy were singing to the music of James' guitar. (knd Wanda was reassur-
ing Howard, "You don't have to drink to have a good time." ' .
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8
DRINKING -

AND DRIVING
BY OTHERS

=

This Reading -deals wi.th your influ4e over the
drinking and drivtifig of others. Why shoulnrinking and
driving by others be your concern? Let's go back over
some of the basic accident facts.

Over ,one-half of the crashes in which young
people are killed involve.the use of alcohol.

One-half of the young people killed in Alcohol.

1 related crashes were not the ones who were
drinking.

Over one-third of the young people kilted in
. alcohol-related accidents weren't driving.

When you use your influence to keep someone from
drinking too much, you are doing than a favor. When
you use your influence to keep them from drinking and
driving, you may be saving their life, the life of ttleir pas
sengers, or the life of someone else. Howlicart you use
your influence to keep your friends and acquaintances
from being involved in drinking-driving situations? One
Alay is influencing their drinking. Other ways are:

Influencing arrangements for travel

Influencing the drinking driver
Influencing passengers.

Influencing Arrangements for Travel

The best way to keep a "heavy drinker" from driy.
ing away from a party is to tato him from driving to the,
party. If he bringshis car, he is going to want to drive it ,

home. Someone who doesn't drinloshould offer to pick
him up. Or, if'he has a date, she might suggest that she
drive her, car. The heavy drinker.is referred to as "he"
since guys are mprp likely than gals to drink and then
drive. However, it can be the dther way around. The .
point is, try to arrange for nondrinkers to do the driving..

Wou don't have to be the host in order to help with
travel arrangements. If you are Qoing to a party, work
out a "buddy system" where those in the group take^

turns driving. You give up one night's drinking in,yeturn
for several nights when somebody else drives. Or, there
might be a nondrinker who offers to drive.

ti
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Influencing the Drinking Jiriver
If a person's ability to drive safely has been reduced,

j,he should not be allowed to get behind the wheel.. 4

k Try to get him to wait until Tie bas sobered up
enoUgli to-drive safely. But, whatever you do, don't let
hoin drive. -
Persuasion . PO

try pers he person not to drive. It
won't be easy. Not ma eople will admit they're too
far gone to drive. This is particularly .true of the Ittys.
Driving becoryiesaanego thing. Be prepared for defenses
like these:

"I drive a lot ben& after a fewdrinkt."
I only bad a coupOof drinks."'

."A couple of bgers never hurt anyone."

"siOu can't get,c1rtink On beerr

"I can drive that road in my sleep:.
"I've hed mote than this lots of times, and I've
always made it home," ,

Don't let him convince you. Stand up even agailist their
nurtiber one defense--%'It's my_car," Remember, some- e-
one who shows the signs of 'intoxication is like; able to
judge his atiility tcrdrive. Kee yoursense of.humor. Bur, -
be firm. Don't worry about,. osin-g the Vrson's friend-
ship, he probably wonj tier it the next day. And,
if he doeit he'll be too em ar ed 4o bring It up,
might even thank you.

If friendly persuasion doesn't work, it might not
hurt to, put a Little.fearonto.the situavn.- Mention-the
Ask of drinking and 'riving. Point in that if he is

%, stopped by-the police a cheinical proelluy show
that he is legally impaired or intoxicated. H Id lose

...his license. Evao if he makis it home, he has to deal,with
his par.etis.

.

_Alternatives ,
, ., .

.. . .

. , . ,It helps to have alternatives for some who is not
fil to'driTe, If 'Oossibik,' arrange anotheryw ay -for the per-
son to get homt. .

.

NurselfIf you are sober, offer him a`nde home.
Another carTry. to get him ttiride with some-

0 ,.- . one Who is sear.' .
.ii Another driver Try to get.imeone who'is sober .

fp
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to drive his car.

Cab Offer to call a cab. ,

If alternative forms of transportation
find an activity which will keep him while he's
sobering tip. Also, consider having him nd the night.
If he stays overnight, make sure someone calls his
parents to let them know.

Preventing Driviiig

If these approachps don't work, you may simply
have to prevent the person from driving. Do it only as a
last resort, but don't hesitate to do it if necessary. You
owe it to the drinker, to those who may ride with hire,
and to others on the highway. You don't have to struggle
with an intoxicated percion;witiere are easier ways. The
simplest, if you can manage it, is to get the car keys. See
that they get "lost" until the drinker sobers up or finds
another way home. If you can't At the keys, slip out to
the car, raise the hood, and take the coil wire. This can
be done in a few seconds without tool's and will keep
the car from starting. Even if the driver knows where to
find the source of the trouble, there is no way he,can get
the it to run.

Influencing Passengers

Keeping a person from riding with 'a driver who
can't drive safely, because of alcohol won't keep an
accident from happening. But, if there is an accident,
there will be one less 5erson to get hurt. If an impaired
driver is determined to get behind the wheel, do the best
you can-to see that there is no one in the car with him.
Try to find some other way for those who rode with the.
impaired driver to get home.

Some people feel. they can help by riding with an
impaired driver. Point out that once the car is-under
way, there is almost nothing a passenger can d in-
fluence the way it is operated.In some cases, re to
rice will convince the driver he is not in shape t ive.
The driver may put off driving-to wait for passengers
even though he feels "perfectly capable" of driving. Of
course, refusing to ride with someone can also strengthen
their determination to drive. There is n way of know-
ing what the effect on the drinker wi be; But, again,
refusing to become a passenger mien there is one
less potential victim.
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Everyone is a passenger at times. Don't -forget your-
self. Its not easy to tel-1a friend you wort ride with
him. However, it might save your life. And, if it dis-

laurages him from driving, it may save his, too.

Everyone's Responsibility
The responsibility for keeping'a drinker from driving

-.belongs to everyone. However, the perspn who ifgiving
the party assumes the most responsibility.. He or she
knovurkwho's going to be there, who drinks, who drives, r
and who is most likely to combine drinking and driving.
HoWever, there is another reason why the host has a
special responsibility. If anything goes wrong if some-
one has an accident, or is arrested, or arrives home drunk
it is the hott who will be considered at fault.

It is the host, or the host's parents, who will get the
angry telephone calls, who will have to talk to the police,
who may be called to appear in court, and who may be
sued.

WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR CLASS
Reading Seven discussed the importance of prepar-

ing as plan for control of drinking. A complete plan
should includ ways to prevent driving after drinking.
Knowing how to keep drinking drivers off the road
Makes it somewhat easier to acct when the time comas:
Planning-in advance also allows you'to enlist the help of
your friends. Your advanced planning should include the
following.

Level of impair at which you will try to
keep sorndone Worn driving.

How and by whom different drinking/drivers will
be approached.

Alternative Ways to get both drinking drivers and
their 0-tssengers home.

Under what conditions and how you wilractually
prevent someone from driving.

.41
*4 How you will vommOdateothose who need to

stay overnight.

. ransportation arrangements for hteavy drinkers.

Re the story about the party Greg is planning to
have. ry to help Greg with the problems he faces by
preparing a plan to assure that none of his friend drive
away drunk or ride away with a drunk. Bring yoAplan
toclass to discuss Greg's alternatives.
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What's Your ,Plan?

Greg is in his first year,pt college. While home for the Christmas holidays, he
decided to get the old:gang togefher an' e a baqy. between what his folks are
willing to kick in and what he had Saved, e be able to provide everything food
and booze.

Two days befoie the party West° come off, there was an automobile accident
upstate in which two teenagerewere killed. They had been to a party and the driver
had gotten drunk.

Greg's folks were all set tocall off the party. Gleg said that was silly; there,h60
been parties all over the state that had not resulted in auto accidents. His folks
relents and said be could have the party rif he could come up'with*Some. kind lot
plan for controllifig things. He would have to convince them ;that no'one would
drive away drunk or ridellikvay with a-drunk.

Her a,re Greg's problems:

Big Probiems . _

Tank RiChardson got, his name from his capacity. Lie -could bgounted c)ri to
drink everything in sight. He has a rebillt '55 T-bird ;peit ks constant companion.
No onebut no oneis allowed to lay a haalion the wheel. 4

: 1 ,s
Bob Sanford Brinks-whiskey-straight from the bottleuntil it'S goAe. He gets

really nasty whenyou to get the bottle or the oar keys away from him. ,About
-I .
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the.only' one who can get through to him when he's smashed is Teresa. And even
she got bounced atound once when she tried to keeplurn from driving. '
Smaller PrOblems ..

fob, Pete, Randy, and Tom call themielves the "fearsome foursome." They go
to coilege in town and sttck together all year round. They are pretty reasonable,
guys, but none of them will be "feeling any pain" when the party is over.

'Sally lives out in the "boonies." Her brother is coming to town in the after-
noon and has agreed to drop her off at Jean's house. He'll pick her up again after
his party is over. This botherl Greg since Sally tzrother is said to have a drinking
proeflem. .

Arnie and Joyce, Mae and Gloria, and the three girls from thepep squad will.
Ilkirinkirtg. However, they are pretty sensible,anci won't get too bent out of shape.

NoProblem.

.-: Brian, Steve,"*and George.are out for freshman .basketball and won't be drinking.
Milne, Jean, and Kay don't drrnk. either. Either Wilma or Jean will probably ,

drive. i , .
/ . ,

Dick probably will drink himself into ,a stupor again. However, he had his
license suspended and won't be driving.

The Plan
.

. . .

There's the cast, of characters. What would you do if you were in Greg's shoes?


